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months. As a result,
many of the percentages shown in the text were
determined by first aggregating the results for the 2 months; while
these percentages, therefore, do not appear ir~ the tables, they may be
readily calculated from the data shown. Based upon these tables, a
brief description is given of the stock transactions of the institutions
during these 2 months with respect to the following five factors:
(a) The proportion of total stoc]c volume represented by each of the
steele categories.--Of the three categories of stocks, the institutions
had considerably
greater volume in the 2 months in "other" commons (87 percent of total aggregate volume) than in the two other
categories of stocks. "Other" commons accounted for about the same
proportion of the volume in NYSE-listed stocks (87 percent) as
stocks not so listed (85 percent). Ranking far behind the volume
"other" commons, the purchases and sales ot~ public utility
commons
constituted about 9 percent of total volume (10 percent of volume in
NYSE-listed
stocks and only 3 percent
of volume in non-NYSE
stocks). Preferred issues ’absorbed only about 4 percent of total volume, and 2 percent ot~ NYSEvolume but 12 percent of the volume in
non-NYSE stocks.
(b) The uroportion of total steele voI~n~e represented by NYgElisted issues as opposed to those not so listed.--The bulk of the institutions’ activity was concentrated in NewYork Stock Exchange-listed
stocks, which accounted for 85 percent of total aggregate volume for
the 2 months. This dominance was most marked in the public utility
commons, where NYSEissues represented
95 percent of the volume
for the 2 months. Next in line were "other" commons, where NYSE
issues ’accounted for 85 percent of the volume. In the preferred stock
category,
however, NYSE issues accounted for only 49 percent of
total volume for the 9~ months.
(c) The marlcet channels ewvployed /or stoctcs listed on the NIZSE,
and for stocks q, ot listed on the NYSE.--Of considerable interest was
the extent to which the institutions
failed to employ the N¥SE as
the market channel for stocks listed on that Exchange. Thus, for the
2 months, about 20 percent of the total transactions in these stocks was
accomplished off the Exchange. When the three categories o£ stocks
are examined separately,
the results are even more striking.
About
19 percent of the volume in "other" commons and 26 percent of the
volume in public utility
commons was transacted
off the Exchange.
In the case of the NYSEpreferred stocks, the over-the-counter market
I)lus underwritings--with
about three-fourths
of total volume--act, ually overshadowed the NYSEas a market channel.
In regard to the transactions
in NYSEstocks executed off the Exchange, ’almost one-half of the overall dollar volume was directed to
the over-the-counter
trading markets, about 30 percent to the regionals, and more than 20 percent was done by means of secondaries,
underwritings,
and purchases from issuers.
The over-the-counter
markets were even more important
for non-NYSE transactions
in
the two senior categories of NYSE-listed stocks; over 69 percent of
the non-NYSE transactions
in NYSE public utility
common stocks
and 78 percent of such transactions
in NYSEpreferred stocks were
over the counter.
For stocks not listed on the New York Stock Exchange, the overthe-counter
market was the most important market channel, account-
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ing for 81 percent of total volume in non-NYSE stocks for the 2
months. The American Stock Exchange was the second most important (in every category of stock, except preferreds in April), with
9 percent of total volume for the 2 months. The regional exchanges,
with the limited exception of the preferred stock category for April,
were the least important, with 3 percent of total volume in non-NYSE
stocks for the 2 months.
(d) The relatiq~e importance of N~SE stocks in the institutions’
usage o/the over-the-counter
tra~ling markets and the regional e~changes.--To a large extent the use that the institutions
made of the
over-the-counter
markets and the regional exchange floor markets was
for the purchase and sale of NYSE-listed stocks as opposed to nonNYSEstocks. On the regional exchanges, the great preponderance
(93 percent) of all activity
for the 2 months involved NYSE-listed
stocks. In the .over-the-counter
market, on the other hand~ the balance
between NYSE and non-NYSE stocks was closer but, except in the
category of public utility
commonstocks, non-NYSEstocks accounted
for the greater volume--59 percent of total over-the-counter
volume.
(e) Use of special fo~vns of transactions.--For
NYSE-listed stocks,
the special forms of transaction i.e., the special stock exchange plans,
underwritings, and purchases direct from the issuer--accounted
for 5
l~rcent of the total volume in the 2 months, s° with Secondary Distributions alone accounting for almost 4 percent of such volume, sl For
stocks not listed on the NYSE, the special forms of transaction
accounted for 8 percent of total volume in March 1961 and 5 percent in
April 1962---with underwritings accounting for more than half of this
amount and purchases direct from issuer accounting for the rest.
As a further breakdown, it may be noted that the institutions
in the
sample took advantage of the special forms of transaction
somewhat
more for dollar purchases than for sales in the 2 months, s~ As among
the three classes of stocks, the special forms ~)f transaction were of the
most importance in the preferred stock category, with underwritings
and purchases from issuer accounting for fully 49.7 and 8.7 percent,
respectively,
of total purchases of preferred stocks in March 1961 and
for 32 and 5 percent, respectively, of such purchases in April 1962.
(2) Analysis by institutional
type
The above analysis concerned transactions for all of the institutions
in the aggregate. Tables VIII-19a-i and ¥III-20u-i
contain breakdowns of the transactions
in the 2 months for each of the different
institutional
groups. The most notable thing revealed is the contrast
between the investment companies, particularly
the open-end (load)
companies, and the other institutions.
First, the investment companies had a higher dollar volume of transactions, relative to their holdings, than did the other institutions.
Thus, the open-end (load) companies, open-end (no-load) companies
and closed-end companies, while accounting, respectively,
for only 28,
1, and 4 percent of the total stock held by those institutions
in the
IN-4 sample whose transactions
are included in the Form A tables)
so Excluding the Secondary Distribution mentioned above.
m Because of the relatively
small figures involved, Exchange Distribution transactions
have been combined in tables VIII-19 and VIII-20 with other New York Stock Exchange
floor transactions. In table~ VIII-19 and VIII-19d, their amount is identified by footnote.
82 Excluding the Secon ,etary Distribution mentioned above.
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accounted for 47, 5, and 8 ~ke.rcent of the total dollar volumeof transactions reported on Form . This, of course, reflects the higher rate
of portfolio turnover of the investment companies than of the noninvestment-company institutions,
a matter discussed more fully in
section 5, below.
Secondly, the open-end (load) investment companies were notable
for their relatively high use of the regional exchange markets. 8~ With
resp.ect to stocks not listed on the NYSE,for example, the load compamesaccounted for 50 percent of total dollar volume of transactions,
but for 69, percent of the total regional exchange transactions in such
stocks. For transactions in NYSE-listed stocks, the pattern was even
more marked. Here, the open-end (load) investment companies, while
absorbing only 46 percent of all transactions in NYSEstocks, accounted for 78 percent of all of the transactions in such stocks executed
on regional stock exchanges. The pattern was most noticeable with
respect to NYSEpublic utility commonstocks, where the open-end
(load) companies accounted for 50 percent of total transactions, but
95 percent of .regional exchangetransactions.
All of the other institutional
groups, on the other hand, except
closed-end investment companies in April 1963, made very little use
of the regional exchanges for transactions in NYSE-listed stocks. The
higher use of the regional exchanges by the load companies probably
is related to their practice of rewarding broker-dealers whosell their
shares with "reciprocal" portfolio brokerage business.
(3) Analysis by size of individual transaction
The ’average and median sizes of individual transactions reported
on Form A were computed, in terms of both shares and dollars, for
each of the different market channels and special forms of transactions
(tables VIII-31 and VIII-123). For this purpose, the term "transaction" means* * * the purchase or sale of one security at one price, at one time, from, to, or
through one broker-dealer
uone type of order,

(or

direct

vendor

or vendee),

in one market,

through

Purchases direct from issuer, as might be expected, produced the
argest sized individual transactions. As amongthe trading markets,
the average sized transaction on the NYSEin each of the 2 months
was around 500 shares, and the median around 300 shares, s5 The
Amexproduced about the same picture. However, transactions on the
regional exc.h~nges in NYSEstocks were about twice as large, with
a~n average size of about 1,000 shares and a median size of about 500
shares. The fact that individual transactions in NYSEstocks on the
regional exchanges are larger than those on the NYSEitself suggests
that prearranged crosses may be relatively
more important on the
regional exchanges. Individual transactions in NYSEstocks in the
over-the-counter market were even larger, with un uveragh size of
~The load companies in the IN--4 sample indicated a greater use of regional exchanges
for co,mm(~n stock transactions
than was reported for periods in 1953 and 1958 for the
larger
group of open-end funds studied by the Wharton School. "A Study of Mutual
Funds," It. Rept. 2274, 87th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 191-210 (1962). See al.so ld. at pp.
377-379. A comparison (>f the dafia for the 3 periods for the 15 funds which were in
both the Wharton School study and the IN-4 load company sample revealdd
the same
differences as the published data.
s, See Questionnaire IN--4, p. 2, app. VIII-A.
~q?his is consistent
with the data in NYSE, "1960 Public Transaction Study," pt. II,
p. 13. See also "A Study of Mutual Funds," tI. Rept. 2274, 87th Cong., 2d sess.,
pp.
377-379 (1962).
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about 1,600 shares and a median size of about 750 shares--over 3 times
the size of.those on the NYSE.
The IN--4 figures for size of transaction may contain some upward
bias, since there may have been instances where the records maintained
by some of the institutions reflected several transactions as a single
transaction--for
example, where the transactions were on one day,
at one price, through the same market channel and broker. In addition, the figures for the exchange markets, particularly the figures for
the average as opposed to the median size of transaction, are influenced
by prearranged crosses consummatedon the exchange floors. As mentioned earlier, these crosses are not identified by any special designation and thus could not be separated from other floor transactions in
the IN-4 data. However, the Special Study’s review of the forms
and its followup discussions with some of the respondents confirmed
the presence of crosses and the fact that their influence on the averagesize-of-transaction figures could be substantial.
~ relatively striking example of the influence of crosses appears
from the transactions reported by an IN-4 respondent on Form B, involving a block sale of 85,000 shares of an NYSEpreferred stock:
TABLEVIII-c.--Block

sale of 85,000
by a respondent

Trade date, 1961

Aug. 1 .........................................

shares ol NYSE preIerreel
to Questionnaire
IN-$
Number of
shares
1,700
200
8O0
1, 300
2OO
400
500
100
100
400
9O0
5OO
76, 900
400
100

Price per
share

stoel~

as reported

Total price
$63,112.50
7, 300.O0
28, 800.00
47, 287.50
7, 350.O0
14, 200.O0
17, 500.00
3, 562.50
3, 575.00
14, 400.00
31,500.O0
17, 500.00
2,153, 200.00
11,400.00
8, 625.O0
5, 825.O0
2, 950.O0

Brokerage
commission
$638.52
74. 50
296.00
~38.47
74.76
147.O0
182.50
36. 81
36. 88
148.O0
328. 50
182.50
25, 377,00
133.00
100.14
67.12
33. 75

’ NOT~.--Alltransactions were on the NewYork Stock Exchange,all used limit orders, and none were carrie4 out underany special plan.

The last 5 transactions account for 77,900 of the 85,000 shares. The
Special Study understands that the 76,900-share transaction represents a prearranged cross, and that apparently the 4: other transactl~ons
accomplished on the same day represented the public orders then on
the specialist’s book, i.e., the indicated actual "depth" of the public
portion of the NYSEauction market in this stock at that time.
(4) Analysis by type of order used
The transactions in NYSEstocks which the institutions executed on
the NYSEwei~ analyzed by type of order used, that is, whether the
order was a market, limit, or discretionary (as to time and/or price)
order (tables VIII-23 and VIII-24). The institutions
as a whole
reported using limit orders for most of the dollar volulne of their
¯ transactions (60 percent of totM volume in March1961 and 58 percent
of total volume in April 19’612). Discretionary orders were the next
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most important type of order reported (20 and ~2 t~rcent of total vol86
ume) and market orders the least important (8 and 10 percent).
There appears to have been some tendency in each month for market
orders to be used less for sales than for purchases. Pension funds~ noload investment companies, and colle~ges tended to show less use of discretionary orders, and more use o~market orders~ .thar~ the other
institutional
groups. Bank commontrust funds, on the other hand~
tended to showsignificantly higher use of discretionary orders for the
2 months than the other groups.
In addition to the above analysis of NYSEexecutions~ all of the
institutions’ over-the-counter transactions (other than those involving
underwritings~ the special stock exchange plans, 87 or purchases from
issuer) in all types of stocks for the 2 months were analyzed in terms
of a breakdown between principal and agency transactions (tables
VIII-25 and VIII-26). For all institutions
in the aggregate~ principal transactions accounted for about three-quarters of the value of
all over-the-counter trades, ss Pension funds, commontrust funds.
and foundations tended to have ~ higher proportion of the value of
their over-the-counter trades as principal transactions during the 2
months than did the other institutions.
Colleges and closed-end investment campanies~ on the other hand~ had a higher proportion of
the value of their over-the-counter trades as agency transactions than
did the other institutions.
b. Large black transactions in 1961 (Farm B
The respondents in the IN-4 survey were asked to report on Form B~
their block 89 transactions accomplished in 1961 as follows: (1) Their
two largest block purchases and two largest block sales of listed stocks
accomplished primarily (over 50 percent of the shares) on an exchange or exchanges; (2) their two largest block purchases and two
largest block sales of listed stocks accomplished primarily (over 50
percent of the shares) over the counter; and (3) their two largest
block purchases and two largest block sales of unlisted stocks2 ° Many
of the respondents did not have block transactions in some of the categories requested; this was particularly true of category (2) above.
The total dollar volume reported on Form B was roughly twice the
institutions’ monthly volume as indicated by Form A.
The purpose of Form B w,as to obtain data on how institutions accomplish large block transactions in listed and unlisted stocks. The
transactions reported on Form B are thus representative only of such
large block programs by the institutions sampled.
~ In some cases the records of the responding institutions
did not preserve data concerning the type of order used. Such transactions
are shown in tables VIII-23 and
VIII-24 as "none or unspecified."
Data for foundations
are not included in these two
tables, since most of their transactions fell in this category.
Review of the questionnaires
and forms suggests that some of the transactions
reported
as market- or limit-order
transactions may well have involve4 instructions
to the executing
broker which includedt some elemen,t of discretion.
Compare the data for open-end investment companies in tables VIII-23 and VIII-24
with the data in "A Study of !~[utual Funds," H. Rept. 2274, 87th Cong., 2d sess., pp.
377-3,79 (1962).
S~That is, Secondary Distributions
and Specialist
Block Purchases and Sales, which
are off-board transactions.
~ For further 4ata regarding the use of principal or agency, form of execution in overthe-counter
transactions
by institutions
as compared with ind.ividuals,
see ch. VII.
~ For the definition of a block purchase or sale, see sec. 2, above.
~o Questionnaire IN-4, questions 5 and 6, app. VIII-A.
With respect to llste4 stocks, respondents were requested no$ to report block sales accom~plished e~tirely through an ]Exchange Distribution,
a Special Offering, a Specialist Block
Purchase, or a Secondary Distribution.
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(1) Analysis by type of stock and type of transaction
The results
of the analyses of the Form B transactions
(table
VIII-27) are notable for their similarity to the results of the Form
analyses. To the extent that differences occurred~ they were in degree
rather than in principle.
Thus, "other" commons represent a somewhat lower portion of the Form B volume, 77 percent, than of the
Form A volume for the 2 months, 87 percent. In addition,
the percentage of ~the Form B volume represented by ~qYSE stocks was, in
each category of stock, consistently
below that for the 2 months.
With respect to the Form B transactions,
use of chazmels other
than the hYYSEfor NYSE-listed issues was even more striking
than
it was for the 2 months; such transactions
amounted to 34 percent of
totM Form B volume in NYSEstocks, compared with 20 percent for
the 2 months. In connection with the total Form B over-the-counter
transactions,
non-NYSE stocks accounted for 71 percent of the volume, as opposed to 59 percent for the 2 months. Finally~ the institutions employed the special forms of transaction more extensively in
connection with their Form B blocks, where the special forms ~ p.roportion of total volume amounted to about 15 percent 91 compared with
only about 5 percent during the 2 months22
(2) Analysis. by institutional
type
When the transactions
on Form B are analyzed by type of institution, the most notable thing~ again as in Form Am is the difference
between the open-end (load) companies and the other institutions.
As before, however~ the variations between the results of the Form A
and B analyses are in degree rather than principle (tables VIII-27a
through VIII-27i).
(3) Analysis by size of individual transaction
The average and median size of individual
transactions
reported
on Form B are shown in table VIII-28. Although these are in almost
every instance larger than was true for the Form A transactions,
the
relationships
between the market channels show generally similar
patterns.
(4) Analysis o] blocTcs by size~ time, transactions, and brokers
used
The blocks reported
on Form B were analyzed~ by institutionM
group, in terms of their median size (table VIII-i~9), and the number
of trade days (table VIII:-30), calendar days (table VIII-31), transactions (table VIII-32), and brokers (table VIII-33) used to
plete the block program. The principal items of significance
which
appear are (1) that the open-end (load) investment companies tended
to have larger-sized
blocks than the other institutional
groups; (2)
that~ as might be expected~ the bigger the block, the more the t[nae, the
~ Actually, the only special sto.ck exchange plans recorded in the Form B transactions
were Secondary Dtstritmtions.
As noted above, the IN-4 respondents
were asked to exclude, from the reporting,
of block sales of listed stocks, any block sales accomplished
entirely through an Exchange Distribution,
a Special Offering, a Specialist Block Purchase,
or a Secondar.y Distrtbutlon.
92 The differences between the Form A and the Form B transactions,
which lie primarily
In a lesser emphasis on NYSE-listed stocks, and a greater emphasis on the over-the-counter
market and special for.ms of transaction
for all stock, were no doubt in large part caused
by the definition of "blocks" selected fop reporting on Form B, since the’way the categories
were chosen resulted in equal weight being given (a) to blocks of listed stocks executed
primarily (over 50 percent) on an exchange or exchanges, (b) to blocks of listed stocks
executed primarily (over 50 percent) over the counter, and (c~ to blocks of unlisted stocks.
96-746--6,3---pt.

2--55
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transactions,
and different broker-dealers used for its execution; and
(3) that block programs in which the over-the-counter
market predominated took less time~ fewer transactions,
and fewer broker-dealers
than those in the same size class in which the exchange markets predominated.
c. Transactions in n~w issues in 1961
The I5[-4 respondents were asked to report separately on Form C,
in addition to any reporting required on Forms A and B, all of their
transactions
in new issues of stocks during 1961. The term "new
issue" was defined as "a class of equity securities of an issuer offered
publicly for the first time during 1961." The transactions
to be reported included allotments in the original underwriting, purchases in
the trading markets after the offering,
and any sales. The transactions reported on this form are summarized in tables VIII-34
through VIII-37.
Initially,
it is apparent that the dollar purchases of new issues were
greater in the preferred than in the commonstock category. One or
more institutions
in most of the institutional
groups had purchases of
new issues of preferreds~ but the heaviest activity by far was by life
insurance
companies (62 percent of total purchases).
The next
largest purchasers of preferreds
were open-end (load) investment
companies~ although one such investment company accounted, through
one transaction~ for $7 million or practically all of this volume. The
third largest purchasers were nonlif~ insurance companies.
In the commonstock category, Vhe largest recipients
of original
allotments were two companies in the nonlife insurance category.
These two companies alone accounted for 51 percent of the volume of
all original allotments of new issues of commonstock r~ceived by the
entire IN-4 sample. The next largest rec!pients
of such original
allotments
were one self-administered
pension And of a company~
affiliated
with one of the same two nonlife insurance companies,
which received 14 percent of the total~ and the college endowment
funds, which received 11.9 percent of the total. After these groups
fall the open-end (load) investment companies, with 9 p~rcent of the
torn.1. This small percentage is rather interesting~ since th~ load compan;es are not only the largest stockholders in the IN-4 institutional
sample, but also have the highest turnover rate and thus the highest
brokerage activity in stocks~ and~ as indicated below, were relatl-~vely
heavy purchasers of new issues ot~ commonstocks in the post-offering
trading
markets.
Yet the two nonlife
insurance
companies mentioned above alone received nearly three times the total dollar amount
of original allotments of new commonstock issues received by all
three categories of investment companies combined. This differential
does not appear to 1~ explainable by any difference in the type of
~a
stock issues involved.
Another major point in the common stock category of new issues
concerns the relative importance of purchases by the institutions
in
the trading markets after the offering~ compared to their purchases
in the original offering. In the preferred stock category, purchases
~a A’,n additional
interes,ting
fact which appeared from the Form C responses was that
all of the bank-administered,
fund, s in the sample were notable for their total absence of
activity in new issues of commonstock. This may well be related to the problem~ banks
have in allocating limited opportunities, amongtheir n~any accounts.
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in the original offering accounted for 96 percent of total purchases
and later purchases for only 4: percent. On the other hand, in the
commonstock ’ category purchases in the original offering accounted
for only 29 percent of the institutions’
total purchases and later purchases accounted for fully 71 percent.
When the participation
in after-offering
purchases of common
stock is analyzed through a breakdown by institutional
groups, an
interesting contrast to the picture of the original offering purchases
emerges. For in the area of after-offering
purchases, the open-end
(load) investment companies had the highest volume of purchases
(37 percen~ of the total) among the institutional
categories. In fact,
the purchases by the open-end (load) companies and the closed-end
companies, which had together accounted for only 17 percent of
origl"nal-offering
purchases of new issues of commonstocks, accounted
for 59 percent of the post-offering
purchases, by all institutional
°~
groups.
Post-offering sales, like post-offering purchases, were more important in the commonstock than in the preferred stock category of new
issues. In the former category their ,amount was slightly in excess
of 10 percent of original-offering
purchases. In the preferred stock
category, however, the amount was less than 0.I~5 percent of originaloffering purchases. The sales of the commonstock new issues were
attributable
to one nonlife insurance company, three investment companies, and three colleges.
Two of the investment companies sold all of the stock they had received in underwritings within i~ months after purchase. These wer~e
not the only institutions,
however, with relatively
fast sales. Two
universities
each received 300 shares of Berkey Photo at $11~ per
share from an underwriter in the original offering; 6 days later they
sold the same 300 share blocks back to the same underwriter at $973~
per share. In fact, all of the new issues of commonstock sold by the
investment companies and the colleges, representing 53 percent of total
sales, were sold within 40 days of the ori~nal offering.
This contrast with the usual assumption that institutional
investors tend to
purchase for the long term.
Table VIII-35 analyzes the institutions’
transactions in new issues
in terms of their average and median size. As indicated therein, the
median-sized allotment r~ceived from individuM br0ker-dealers
was
relatively
small; generally 100 shares or less. Both post-offering
purchase and sales, however, tended to involve larger individual
transactions.
~ The Investment Co,mpany Act prohibits the purchase by an, investment company during
the existence of an un4erwriting syndicate of any security of which a principal
underwriter is affiliated
with the fund, except as the Commiss4on may by rule or order exempt
transactions
or classes of transactions
; sec. l(~(f).
The Commission by rule has exempted
such transactions
under certain con4itions,
including requirements
that the secumties
purchased by two or more investment companies having the same investment adviser not
exceed in the aggregate 3 percent of the offering and that the investment company not
purchase the securities
41rectly or indirectly
from its investment adviser;
Investment
Company Act rule 10f-3. About 45 percent of the dollar value of the original-offering
purchases of common stocks by~ the open-end (load) companies and 60 percent of such
purchases.by the closed-end companies, and 36 percent of the after-offering
purchases of
common stocks by the load companies and 71 percent of such purchases by the closed-end
companies, involved issues as to which the purchasing companies had claimed exemption
under this rule. In one of the four common stock issues which were involved in such
original-offering
purchases, the affiliated
investment companies claiming such exemption
purchased, in the original ~ffering, 2.7 percent of the offering; in the other three issues,
original-offering
purchases by such companies constituted 1 percent or less of the offering.
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Tables VIII-g6 and VIII-g7 analyze the prices paid by the institutions for newissues in the post-offering trading markets, and the prices
they received for sales, relative to the original offering price of the
issues. The figures show that the institutions’ post-offering purchases
of the 1961 new issues of commonstocks tended to be at relatively high
premiums over the offering price. The premium averaged 33 percent, with open-end (load) investment companies paying the highest
average premium, 49 percent. The institutions’
sales of new common
stock is.sues were made at premiumseven higher than those they paid,
averaging 46 percent.
4.

DECISION]KAKING

AS TO HANDLING OF BLOCK TRANSACTIONfi

The IN--4 respondents were asked about their procedures and criteria
for executions of stock transactions and their relations with brokerdeale.rs. 95 The procedures and criteria referred to were those involved
in making decisions as to the manner of executing purchases and sales
of stocks for their portfolios, as distinguished from decisions as to
what purchases and sales should be made.
a. Procedures
One question raised was whether the respondents tended to have
employees on their staffs (trading or order departments) with competence in market mechanics, who would handle the details of placing
orders for transactions in portfolio stocks with various broker-dealers
in various markets; or whether they lacked such employees and
tended to rely solely on some broker-dealer, or other outside entity
not acting as investment adviser of trustee for the institution~ for this
purpose. The responses show that orders for the institutions’
portfolio stocks were either handled by their own employees (hereafter
termed an "internal" trading department), or by the employees of
the institution’s nonbankinvestment adviser 96 or by those of the bank
acting as trustee and/or investment adviser for the institution (heresu
be
madeb~" a broker-dealer or other outside entity not acting as its investment adviser or trustee.
The questionnaire also inquired as td the composition of such trading
departments and the kinds of authority delegated to them. In most
cases the "internal" or "external" trading department was separate
from the committee or board which made the decisions regarding the
securities to be purchased or sold, although some of its membersmight
serve on the latter, b~ormally the trading department received instructions from an investment committee or board, to which it also reported~
concerning the securities to be purchased or sold, and then concentrated on the execution of such decisions. The investment committee and trading department ordinarily had a general understanding
concerning the procedures the latter would follow, although the investment comnu~ttee might influence this arrangen~ent frown time to
time. Within this general framework the trading department normal~ Questions 1, 2, anc~ 8 to 11 of Questionnaire IN--4, app. VIII-A.
In the case of Investment companies, such investment advisers included
firms serving under contract as investment adviser to the fund.

broker-dealer
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ly had f~irly, broad latitude with respect to the execution of particular transactions.
Thus, in most cases the trading department had substantial discretion to choose the broker-dealer, type of order, or market channel that
would be used for .a particular execution, although a majority of trading departments were given a list of selected broker-dealers among
whomthe business normally would be spread. 97 Few trading departments had discretion as to whether to use or take advantage of one of
the special acquisition or distribution methods,9s or as to which securities were to be purchased (including the allocation of new money).
Authority to make decisions in these areas was usually retained by
the investment committee. The discretion given to trading departments with respect to prices varied : the answers given by the respondents indicated that about half of the trading departments had either
no discretion to vary from a stated price (except to better it) or had
discretion within fairly narrow limits (about 3 percent or less) ; and
that the remaining half of the trading departments were about equally
divided between those which had discretion within a somewhatbroader
range and those which had substantially full discretion. ~V[ost institutions indicated that they did not give a single broker-dealer (or
other outside entity) discretion to determine how and/or when to accomplish a block purchase or sale program but retained this decision
in their trading departments, which would handle the total purchase
or sale by giving a series of specific instructions to broker-dealers.
The study also explored the institutions’ use of the over-the-counter
market for listed stocks. In this connection, the institutions were
asked 99 to estimate whether the proportion of their transactions in all
listed stocks executed through over-the-counter dealers had been increasing, decreasing, or remaining unchanged, over the past 5 years,
in relation to their exchange transactions an such stocks. Their
answers are reflected in table VIII-38. With respect to any one
of the three categories of stocks, no more than 7 percent of the funds
indicated that their use of the over-the-counter market for listed
stocks was decreasing, whereas 20 percent indicated that such use
had been increasing for preferred stocks, 41 percent that it had been
increasing for public utility commonstocks, and 43 percent that it had
been increasing for "other" commonstocks. The greatest tendency
toward increase appeared in the pension funds, nonlife insurance
companies, and commontrust funds.
b. Criteria
The respondents ~vere asked to describe the circumstances and considerations which affect their determinations as to whether purchases
or sales of NYSE-listed stocks should be made on regional exchanges
or over the counter. With respect to the over-the-counter market
for such stocks, three-quarters of the respondents indicated price
and cost considerations as determining factors. The other most frequent considerations mentioned were the size of the. transactions or
97 Certain of the investment companies with broker-dealer
firms acting as investment
adviser,
however, have arrangements
whereby the preponderance
of orders are simply
placed with such broker-dealer.
as The special exchange plans for blocks, or underwritings or purchases direct from the
issuer.
aa Question 13 of Questionnaire IN-4, app. VIII-A.
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block program involved, the availability of bids or offers at the time
in the over-the-counter
market, and whether the NYSEmarket for
the stock was "thin" or "disorderly."
Only about one-half of the respondents indicated what reasons, if
any, would determine whether they would buy or sell NYSEstocks on
regional exchanges. About one-third gave price as a reason. Other
reasons included savings on State transfer taxes, the size of the transaction, the availability on the regional exchange of a block or a cross
arranged by a broker, the request of a broker to use the regional exchange, and the "thinness" or "volatility" of the NYSEmarket.
It seems fairly clear that manyof the respondents viewed the overthe-counter market as offering competition with the NewYork Stock
Exchange for NYSE-listed stocks, in regard to price and depth, while
the regional exchanges were less frequently so viewed.1°° For example,
one institution, explaining the considerations which affect its use of
the over-the-counter market or regional exchanges for NYSEstocks,
stated merely that:
When New York Stock Exchange listed
securities
are available
in the overthe-counter market, they are usually offered at lower net prices and in greater
volume. Other exchanges are rarely used.

Another said :
[The] trading department has full discretion
as to whether purchases or
sales of listed securities
are made on the New York Stock Exchange, on other
exchanges, or through over-the-counter
dealers. The sole consideration
is price
and such transactions
are infrequently
made on other exchanges and frequently made through over-the-counter
dealers.

A third said that:
Transactions
in New York Stock Exchange listed
securities
are occasionally
made through over-the-counter
dealers.
Alternate exchanges, however, are not
used. Off-board transactions
in listed
securities
are effected where thin or
disorderly
markets exist in a particular
stock or where a price advantage is
apparent.

The respondents were asked about their use of specialists or specialists’ firms for a listed stock in which such specialists are registered.
Three-fourths of the respondents indicated they never knowingly
placed orders directly with the specialist, or his firm, for the purchase
or sale of a stock in whichthe specialist ~s registered. Practl~cally all
of the others indicated they did so only very occasionally. To the
extent this practice existed, the reason most frequently given was
"to obtain better executions." One respondent said "such a case
might occur when a broker-dealer
recommended such a step." Another said: "Only when an extremely thin market pertains and an
orderly execution seems impossible, [do we] make a direct contact."
Still another institution, after stating it had used a specialist only
twice in the past, added:
These two situations
occurred when it seemed to be impossible to buy the stock
without pushing the market up. By giving the specialist
the order, we felt he
would give us first chance to buy a block if it should appear.

Yet another commentwas :
The trading department never places orders with a specialist
as such. However, we do use the facilities
of a few specialists
by reason of the fact that they
loo This statement does not apply, of course, to the extent that NewYorkState transfer
tax savings might be possible for certain investors on sales of stock transferable outside
New York.
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Another question dealt with use of "not held" orders (orders discretionary as to time and/or price). About half of the institutions indicated they used "not held" orders occasionally. ~The other half
was about equally divided between those who said they used such
orders frequently and those whosaid they did not use them at all. The
reasons given for using such orders varied. One respondent said :
From time to time "not held" orders for listed securities
have been used as an
alternative
to transactions
away from the Exchange where the size of the order
is, in our judgment, large relative to ,the size of the market then existing on the
Exchange.

This was the most usual type of reason. A slightly different comment,
however, was that "orders for amounts of 500 shares or less may~ on
occasion, be given on a ~not held’ basis. * * * The occasion for a ’not
held’ order may occur when the markets are thin." Similarly, another
respondent said:
When an order is small (but in excess of a single round lot), relative
to the
overall volume in a particular
stock, a "not held" order may be given with the
further instructions
to execute "carefully" and "orderly."

c. Relations with broker-dealers: "Reciprocal" business
The respondents were asked several questions about their relationships with broker-dealers and the criteria used in arriving at the distribution of portfolio business and portfolio commissions amongthem.
As indicated above, more than half of the institutions
indicated
they maintained a list or lists of broker-de~lers whoare to participate
directly or indirectly in commissionsfrom portfolio stock transactions.
Thirteen of the respondents (nine of them investment companies)
mentioned some form of affiliation with one or more broker-dealers,
such as having a partner of the brokerage firm on its board. In almost all of the reported situations of affiliation, the affiliated broker
was also either the largest or second-largest recipient of gross brokerage commissionsfrom the institution’s stock transactions in 1961.
About four-fifths of the institutions said that they received research
or statistical
materials from broker-dealers with whomthey did business. A few institutions
mentioned the receipt of allotments in
underwritings as a reason for doing commission business with brokerdealers. Aside from quality of executions, the other relationships
and criteria for allocating commission business to broker-dealers
tended to vary by type of institution.
Banks, as trustees for pension funds and commontrust funds and
foundations, most frequently mentioned brokers’ commercial deposit
balances and loans with the bank as a reason for giving them participation in commission business. The banks were also practically the
only institutions to ~nention the "financial responsibility" or "credit
standing" of the broker-dealer as a consideration. Other factors indicated were tenancy of the broker-dealer in the bank’s building and
referral of business to the bank by the broker, including corporate
transfer agencies, paying agencies, registrarshi~ps, and trustee and
other commercial business. In a few cases involving pension trusts,
the .employer companyhad given the bank trustee a list of brokers to
use ~n the fund’s business.
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Someof the banks had fairly specific formulas for allocating commission business. Oneof these was expressed as follows :
Balances
and loans are the two determining
factors
in measuring
the amount
of commission business
to be allocated
to a broker-dealer.
However, these twb
factors
are unrelated.
Our [brokers’
relationship
department]
has arbitrarily
seIected
a common denomination
by translating
loans to balances
on a 1 to 10
ratio.
It is planned
to vary the loan ratio
depending
upon money market
conditions.
Having established
a common denomination
an estimate
was made of all
commission
business
and net trades
for 1961. When the balance/loan
concept
was applied
to the estimate
it became apparent
that a base of $100,000 was the
minimum for a broker-dealer
to receive
commission
business.
Once this
was
established,
then all qualified
broker-dealers
were classified
and assigned a quota
in accordance
with the following
table:
Balance/loans (thousands)
3,000 and up ...............
1,500to $3,000
~00to $1,500
700 to $900.................
500 to $700.................

Category
A
B
C
D
E

Annual
commission
$72,
54, 000
36, 000
30,000
22, 800

Balance/loans (thousands)

Category

F
$400to$500.................
G
$300to$400.................
$200to $300.................
H
I
$150to $200.................
$100to $150.................

Annual
commission
$18,000
13, 800
9, 900
6, 90~
4, 80~

All broker-dealer
accounts
are reviewed
monthly and appropriate
changes in
classification
are made.
Broker-dealers
doing business
with us but who do not meet quota requirements are placed on a secondary list.
They function
largely
as dealers
in selling
securities
to and purch’asing
securities
from us when such orders cannot be executed by broker-dealers
enjoying commission quotas.
~rom time to time broker-dealers
may direct
paying agencies,
trusteeship,
transfer
agencies,
etc., to us. If practical
some reciprocal
business may ,be given
in exchange.
There is no formula
for determining
the amount.

One or two’ of the commentsmade in connection with allocation of
bank commission business also serve to illustrate
how the minimum
commission rate structure of the exchanges hascaused "reciprocal
business" considerations to play a rather more important role in the
allocation of exchange business than in the allocation of business
among over-the-counter dealers, where price competition exists. One
bank made the following lacomc statement: Portfolio business is
allocated to listed brokers in amounts which correlate with their commercial deposit bank balances. Over-the-counter orders are placed
on a best price basis." Another bank gave the following as its basis for
allocating business :
In purchasing
and selling
securities
for our trust
customers,
our primary objective
is to obtain the most favorable
terms and execution
available.
Subject
to this objective,
when the allocation
of business is within our sole control,
it is
our practice
to allocate
securities
transactions
in listed
stocks among qualified
broker-dealers
on a combination of these four factors
:
1. Tangible
and intangible
services
rendered
through
us to our trust
customers,
or to us, such as provision
of research and statistical
information
concerning
investments,
quotation
and evaluation
of securities,
assistance
in proeu.rement of desirable
investments,
and business referrals
;
2. Profit on deposit balances maintained with us ;
3. Interest
received on borrowings from us ; and
4. Tenancy of quarters
in our building.
Stock exchange transactions
are allocated
as follows :
First,
a value is placed on the tangible
and intangible
services
noted in factor
1 above, and the attempt is made to allot bnsiness to the broker-dealers
who have
rendered
such services
so as to produce commissions for them equal to the value
of their respective
services.
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Second, concerning broker-dealers
to which factors 2, 3, and 4, above, are applicable the following formula is used : For a specific period of time we compute
for each broker-dealer (a) 100 percent of the analysis profit on his deposit balances, (b) 50 percent of the interest
paid by him on loans, and (v) 10 percent
of his rental payments. The sum of these three figures forms the dealer’s base.
We then allocate the orders during the ensuing period among the broker-dealers
in proportion to their respective bases.
Non-exchange transactions
in bonds, unlisted securities,
and certain listed
stocks traded "off the board" are executed on a net price basis. Such transactions are h’andled separately
from our commission business and are awarded
ou the basis of best price and execution
without reference
to whether the
broker-dealer is among those mentioned above. In the event of a tie bid or offering, however, the ,business
is awarded under the same criteria
to a brokerdealer as described above.

Some of the responses in this area pointed out that for over-thecounter trades of unlisted as well as listed stocks, the institution tends
to go directly to the dealers making the markets for the stocks. The
comment of one bank was:
The [order department] has authority
to select broker-dealers
and types of
execution through normal market channels. In the case of an unlisted security,
the [order department] makes inquiries
of various dealers known to maintain
a trading market in that security, and enters into the transaction with the dealer
offering the best price. In the case of listed securities,
the [order departmentl
executes orders in the over-the-counter
market or on an exchange, whichever
is found to be more favorable to the Trust. In the case of orders executed on
an exchange, the [order depaxtmentl
places the order with a broker/dealer
selected from a list of member firms approved by the bank’s [brokers’ relationship
department].
This list (referred
to hereafter
as "Approved Names") is compiled on the basis of such factors as overall relationships
with the bank, credit
standing, competence, and the extent to which investment suggestions developed
by research staffs of the broker/dealers
are furnished to the bank. Approved
Names at the present time are over 340 in number and names are added or deleted from time to time in accordance with the above-mentioned
criteria
for
approval. There is, of course, no difference
to the Trust in the commissions
charged by the respective
brokers/dealers.
No Approved Names are assigned
by the bank specifically
to this Trust and normally orders are spread among the
Approved Names. The bank’s [brokers’
relationship
department]
also makes
checks as to the credit standing and competence of dealers with whom the bank
transacts
business in connection with unlisted securities
and listed securities
where the trade is made over the counter.

Another bank stated

:

* * * For a specific order or transaction,
the criteria
used in placing business
have been the most efficient execution and, where applicable, the most expeditious
execution at the most advantageous price. An example of the latter
would be
a broker-dealer making an active primary market in size for an unlisted issue.
There is no objection to execution of orders on regional exchanges or over the
counter,
provided the execution is at the same level as an execution on the
New York Stock Exchmnge or better.
For sale orders,
the broker-dealer
is
asked to check other regional
exchanges for simultaneous
(same price) sales
executions in order to save the expense of the New York State transfer
tax on
stocks which are transferable
outside New York State. For listed
securities
which are also traded over the counter, the daily "pink sheets" of the NationaI
Daily Quotation Service are examined to determine if such stocks are traded
over the counter.

Other institutions

made similar

comments. A university

said:

Where the decision to purchase or sell is primarily the result of a strong
recommendation of a broker, he receives all or most of the order, provided, of
course, he is in a position to perform adequately.
Where a transaction
is contemplated primarily as a result of internal efforts,
our first concern is the greatest net advantage to the university.
In the case
of a listed security, this might result in the selection of an over-the-counter dealer
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2~ foundation made the following comment:
The manner in which an order is executed will depend upon the marketability
of the stock, the size of the order and in some cases is governed by a specific
limit objective.
Thus, both limit orders and market orders are used. In some
cases the broker involved is shown the whole order and in some cases only part
of the order at a time. The order department is under instructions
to make the
best possible execution and will, therefore,
effect transactions
in the over-thecounter market ,through the broker-dealer
making a primary market. In addition, "off-board" markets are used occasionally where listed securities
are traded
on a net basis when this is advantageous to the foundation.
Otherwise, the
order department is directed to place brokerage whth a listed group of brokers
who provide research information and other services to the foundation.

Lifo insurance companies mentioned that they try to allocate business to those, broker-dealers whom as agent for the issuer or as principals
bring them private placements of various types of securities or give
them participations
in underwritings. Purchase of insurance from
the companydid not appear to be a significant factor. For colleges~
consideration of the "old school tie’--the interest of the broker in
the college and the help he gives it--plus the providing of opportunities
for private placements were the most important factors mentioned.
Open-end (load) investment companies most frequently mentioned
the sale by the broker of the fund’s shares as a reason for allocating
br.okerago business. Other services listed were the provision of free
wire services and of quotations to assist in computing the fund’s net
asset value. One fund described its policy for allocating commission
business amongbroker-dealers selling the fund’s shares as follows:
While there is no agreement to do so, it is the practice of [the fund], consistent with seeking the most favorable prices and execution of orders, to place
orders to execute purchase or sale transactions
in portfolio securities
with competent broker-dealers
who sell its shares or whombroker-dealers
who sell such
shares have requested receive portfolio orders. No specific proportion of brokerage business or of brokerage commissions is allocated to such broker-dealers.
As a general practice,
however, and subject to the availability
of orders in the
normal conduct of the [fund’s]
business and the competence of the brokerdealers,
such broker-dealers
receive orders having a principal
value approximating the net asset value of shares of the [fund] which they have sold. The
amounts of commissions on such orders vary, of course, with the prices of the
securities involved, but over a period of time they tend to average about 1 percent
of the principal
value of transactions.
Variations from this general rule may
occur if broker-dealers
are found not to be competent in the handling of orders
or in the case of broker-dealers
who are especially
competent in performing the
brokerage functions,
who perform special services such as offering or making
bids for blocks of stock, or who have shown by experience that they produce
particularly
good quality sales of the [fund’s] shares. Dealers who are not
capable of performing the brokerage function receive no orders to execute portfolio transactions
but may receive selling group concessions upon such occasions
when the [fund] buys securities in a registered public offering. * * *

Another fund stated :
While the fund has made no commitment to any broker-dealer,
it is the practice
of the fund, ~vhere possible, while endeavoring to obtain the most favorable prices
in the execution of orders, to place a part of its portfolio
transactions
with
broker-dealers
or to permit them to participate
in commissions thereon, using
their relative sales of shares of the fund or estimates of the value of their services
as factors
in the allocation
of such portfolio
business.
Commissions and/or
give-ups are allocated, in the case of reciprocal business, as evenly as is practicable among the broker-dealers
in relation to their sales of fund shares’. Currently,
the reciprocal
rate is slightly
in excess of 1 percent. This may vary
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considerably
depending on portfolio
activity
at any particular
time. Furthermore, it should be noted that certain broker-dealers
who do business only in the
over-the-counter
market may not receive any reciprocal
business except through
special arrangements such as participating
in the selling groups of underwritings
or secondaries
or where a stock exchange permits give-ups to nonmember firms.

_A_third fund expressed its practice in this area as follows:
Distribution
of portfolio
commissions and business * * * in recognition
of
broker-dealer
efforts to distribute
investment company shares, is not arrived at
according to any specific system, formula, or ratio. However, as a general rule
of thumb, an effort is made to keep these commissions at a level of approximately
2 percent of the particular broker-dealer’s gross sales of the fund’s shares.

No-load funds mentioned, as reasons for allocating commissionbusiness, research information, the provision of quotations and wire service to assist in computingand publishing the fund’s net asset value and
offering and redemption prices, and ownership of stock in the fund.
As for closed-end investment companies, the general factors of brokerdealer affiliation and the provision of research and analytical material
tended to apply. Someof the closed-end companies, however, have
gi’ven orders to broker-dealers which also sell shares of, or provide
quot.ation services to, an affiliated open-end (load) companyor compames.
The IN-4 respondents were also asked lol to name the 20 brokerdealers to whomthey paid the largest amounts of gross brokerage
commissions on their portfolio transactions in commonand preferred
stocks for the year 1961, and to supply~ for each such broker-dealer
and for all of the other broker-dealers with whomthey did commission
business during 1961~ the gross commissions paid to them by the
spondent~ the give-ups paid or received by them at the direction of the
respondent, and the net commissions retained by them on the r~spondent’s business. The analysis of these responses is contained in. tables
VIII-39 through VIII-41. The tables reveal the following:
1. The institutions in the Ilg-4 sample paid $41.7 million in gross
commissions lo2 during 1961 on their portfolio business in stocks.
More than half of this was generated by the investment co~npanies in
the sample. The lion’s share of the institutions’
gross commissions
(more than two-thirds) went to N¥SE member firms.
2. For the institutions other than investment companies, gross commissions paid averaged only 0.1 percent of the average value of their
stock portfolio t~or the year. For investment companies the figu.res
were three to five times as big~ reflecting these companies’ h~gher
turnover rates.
3. For all institutions combined, give-ups paid averaged 8 percent
of total gross commissions. The only significant users of the give-up
device, howe.ver~ were the open-end (load) companies and life insurance compames. For the open-end (load) companies, give-ups averaged 12 percent of gross commissionsand for life insurance companies,
8 percent.
4. On the average, each open-end (load) fund gave commission business to 251 broker-dealers, a significantly higher number than used
by the other institutions,
where the average was close to 60. When
the numberof broker-dealers is related to the size of the institutions’
~ol See question 8 of Questionnaire IN-4, app. VIII-3..
.,o~ The figure for "commissions" excludes, as indicated by the wording of question 8 of
Questionnaire IN-4, the cost o£ executing most principal tra.usactions.
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equity portfolios, however,a greater equality results. Thus, the openend (load) funds used 0.68 broker-dealers per million dollars of stock
assets comparedwith around0.43 for the other institutions.
5. The institutions, although using a large numberof firms~ tend
to concentrate their brokerage executions amonga relatively few.
Thus, on the average, over 55 percent of an institution’s gross commission business was given by it to its favorite 10 firms, l°8 To the
extent the give-up device was used, it served to divert someof these
commissionsto other firms: on the average the individual institution’s
favorite 20 firms accounted for 88 percent of the give-ups paid, but
only 20 percent of give-ups received.
5.

PORTFOLIO

TURNOVE~

The IN-4 respondents were asked to report their total dollar purchases and sales of stocks during 1960 and 1961, and the market value
of their stockholdings at the beginning and end of each of those
years. 1°* Fromthese figures the turnover of each institution’s stock
portfolio for each year was computed.1°~ The results of these computations appear in table VIII42. :For each institutional group and
1°6
for each year, there are shownthe weighted average turnover rate~
the unweightedaverage turnover rate, 1°7 l°8
the medianturnover rate,
and the range between the lowest and highest turnover rates reported
by institutions in each category.
The picture which emerges from the analysis is that th~ investment
companies had strikingly higher turnover rates than any of the other
institutional groups. The three investment companycategories combined had weighted average, unweighted average, and median turnover rates, respectively, of 11.1, 15.6, and 11.8 percent for 1960, and
15.2, 17.1, and 13.1 percent for 1961. On the other hand, the comparable rates for all other institutions combinedwere 2.9, 4.1, and 2.3
percentfor 1960and4, 5.8, and3.5 percentfor 1961.1°9
By way of comparison, the turnover rate on the New York Stock
Exchangefor all stocks listed there 110 was 12 percent in 1960 and 15
xo3 The favorite 10 of course varied from institution
to institution
; but even so, the 10
firms receiving the largest amounts of commission business from the total IN-4 sample
received 40 percent (~f the total commissions.
lo4 Questio~ 12 of Questionnaire IN-4, app. VIII-A.
~o~ The formula used for this purpose was the lesser of purchases or sales divided by the
~ver.a.ge
market_value
.(beg.inning
.~ue .plus orending
by 2)in ofthestockholdlngs
o.r ~ne year.
vso of ~ne
~esser or purchases
sales value
as thedivided
numerator
for~nula is
based on the assumption that the excess of purchases over sales represents
the investment of money newly devoted to stocks, not the turnover of stock investments;
and that
any excess o£ sales over purchases represents elimination of stock investment rather than
turnover.
~he same formula was use4 (along with two other more elaborate
formulas)
in the
Wharton School report on mutual funds.
"A Study of Mutual Funds," H. Rept. 2274,
87th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 230-234 (1962).
lo9’The weighted average turnover rates for institutional
groups an4 for all groups
combined were computed by weighting the rate for each fund by the average value of its
stock portfolio for the year involved.
~o~ The unweighted average turnover rate is the average of the turnover rates reported
by the individual funds in the category.
~oa The median turnover rate is the median of the turnover rates reported by the individual funds in the category.
109
~
.Figu.ressnowea
fo.r a the
..yeardifferential
1935 contained
in therates
Commission’s
"Report on
Investment
x’rus~s"
similar
in turnover
between investment
companies
and
common trust funds, the only other institutional
group studied.
~he weighted average
turnover rate for the total portfolios
of the commontrust funds for that year was only
about half that for the investment companies. SEC, "Report on Investment Trusts and
Investment
Companies," pt. 2, ch. VIII, p. 633 (1939); id., "Commingle4 or Common
Trust Funds Administered by Banks and qYrust Companies." u 19 (1939).
a verage
~°This value
was computed
dividing
totalduring
valuetheofyear.
stt~ck~’sold___
on the NYSEby the
of stocks by
llated
on thetheN,~SE
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percent in 1961. While thes~ rates are higher than the average turnover rate of the institutions in the IN-4 sample as a whole~ the two
sets of figures are not strictly comparable. Thus, the institutions’
net purchases or net sales of stocks are excluded from consideration
in their turnover rates, but these purchases or sales~ in addition to their
turnover~ contribut~ to the liquidity in the trading markets.
A further point which emerges from the analysis is the variation
of turnover ratios within each of the institutional
groups. Thus~
the median turnover rate for the pension funds in 1960 ~vas 1.8 percent,
but one of the funds had a turnover rate of 25.9 percent, while all
of the other respondents in the pension fund sample had rates 10 percent or under. In 1961, the median turnover rate for the pension
fund group was 3.6 percent~ but five of the individual funds had rates
over 10 percent and three of these had rates over 18 percent. For
the commontrust funds, the median turnover rates were 3 and 5 percent for the i~ years; all of the commontrust funds had turnover rates
under, and most well under, 9 percent, except for two funds administered by a single bank which had turnover rates of 34.5 and 39.6
percent in 1960 and 24.9 and 26.4 percent in 1961. Amongthe investment companies, turnover rates for even the biggest of the open-end
(load) funds varied from 4.3 percent for one fund to 30.9 percent
for another.
6. I~ECO]~I~EI~IDATIOI~IS

B~i r INSTITUTIONS ABOLIT TI-IE

SECURITIES ]~£ARKETS

The institutions
in the IN-4 survey were asked to state any suggestions they might have for changes in the practices~ procedures~ or
structures of the various securities markets which in their opinion
would make them better adapted to their use and needs. 111 Fourteen
of the institutions responded to this question~ with commentscovering a number of different subject matters. The most important of
these comments are quoted in the various segments of the report to
which they are most pertinent~ and they are summarized only briefly
here.
The most frequent suggestion was for a volume discount or lower
commission rate for large blocks on the New York Stock Exchange;
several of these comments are quoted in chapter VI.I. Two institutions (joined by a number of other persons~ in correspondence or
interviews) discussed the inadequacy of the present Exchange ticker
system, one of them specifically pointing out that tape delays place
individual and institutional investors at a "substantial disadvantage"
compared with a specialist
or floor trader. One institution
commented on the "thinness" of the market for most stocks--attributed
to institutional activity plus the unwillingness of investors to pay the
capital gains tax on profits--and the resulting difficulty and expense
of acquiring a substantial block on the Exchange. Another pointed
out that some specialists were "not active enough" in their assigned
stocks and questioned whether the Exchange’s standards for judging
a specialist’s fulfillment of his responsibilities are sufficient; see
chapter VI.D.
The same institution suggested that it might be desirable for the
NASD
to designate certain dealers as "specialists" in major over-them Question 14 of Questio~nair~

IN-4, app. VIII-A.
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counter stocks, defined as stocks having a market value in excess of
$25 million ; see chapter VII. Still another institution felt that "more
official information on actual trading volumeand prices" in the overthe-counter market would be desirable, since "considerable research is
required to develop such information which frequently is quite general in nature;" see chapter VII. Other institutions
commentedon
such diverse subjects as the desirability of preserving competitive
markets (see pt. B of this chapter) ; the desirability of wider use
registered ~ opposed to bearer bonds; and the contribution to liquidity that might result from permitting a short sales up to 100 shares of
any issue, without restriction. Finally~ one institution madethe fo.1lowing suggestion for an informal conference procedure as a means
for working out improved procedures in the securities markets which
would be helpful to the institutional investS)r:
We believe that constructive
suggestions for changes in practices,
procedures,
or structures
of the various securities
markets might emerge from an informal
conference or series of conferences among institutional
investors, representatives
of the securities
industry, and representatives
of the Commission.
We would be willing to be represented at such a conference.

Although institutions
are still considerably less important than
individuals as holders and as buyers and sellers of stocks, their importance is increasing. In addition, institutions have special importance to the trading markets since their unit holdings and buying and
selling programs tend to be larger than those of individuals; and
decisionmaking, for the bulk of institutional
holdings and transactions, is concentrated in relatively fewer investo~ units.
Because of the increasing importance of the institutions in the trading markets, the Special Study conducted a survey among91 different
institutions concerning their procedures for executions and their transactions in commonand preferred stocks. The major specific results
of this survey maybe summarizedas follows :
1. The transactions of the institutions sampled showeda concentration in :NYSE-listed issues, with a minor amount of activity on the
Amex, and negligible activity on the regional exchanges in stocks
listed only on such exchanges.
2. Most of the transactions executed on regional exchanges involved
NYSE-listed issues, and most of them were by the open-end (load)
investment companies. The other institutions made considerably less
use of the regional exchanges. Such higher use of regional exchanges
by the investment companies may well be related to the investment
companies~ desire to give "reci’procal business" to regional exchange
me~nbersand, in some cases, to nonmembers.
3. For transactions by the institutions in NYSE-listed stocks, the
:NYSE is the most important market channel (except for preferred
stocks), and the over-the-counter
markets are the second most
important.
4. Relative to the :New York Stock Exchange market, the importance of the over-the-counter markets for NYSE-listed issues is greatest for preferred stocks, second greatest for public utility commons,
and least; great for "other" commons.This pattern no doubt reflects
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the relative degree of "institutionalization"
of the markets for each
of these categories of stocks.
5. Most transactions and "block" programs in listed commonstocks
take the form of a series of relatively small transactions on the exchange auction market, or involve prearranged "crosses" on the floor
of an exchange.
6. The average size of individual transactions tended to be smaller
on the I~YSE and Amexthan on the regional exchanges, suggesting
that prearranged crosses (mostly in NYSEissues) are of relatively
greater importance on the regional exchanges. The over-the-counter
market produced the largest sized transactions.
7. For transactions on the NYSEin March 1961 and April 1962, the
institutions reported using limit orders for most (about 60 percent)
of the dollar volume of their transactions. They report~x1 using discretionary orders for about P~0 percent, and market orders for less than
112
10 percent.
8. For over-the-counter transactions in the 2 months, the institutions reported using principal transactions for about three-fourths of
their volumeand agency transactions for the rest.
9. For block purchase or sale programs, the bigger the ’block, the
more the time, transactions, and different broker-dealers used for its
execution. Block programs in which the over-the-counter
market
predominated took less time, fewer transactions, and fewer brokerdealers than those in the same size class in which the exchange markets
predominated.
10. Most of the institutions-had no transactions in newpublic issues
of stocks in 1961. Of those that did, quite a few, particularly life
insurance companies, concentrated their new issue transactions in purchases of preferreds. In the preferred stock category, the institutions
made few purchases or sales of newissues in the trading markets after
the original offerings. In the commonstock category, however, the
institutions’
trading market purchases were nearly two and one-half
times their original allotments, and sales were slightly in excess of onetenth of the original allotments. The investment companies received
.only 17 percent of the original allotments (to the institutions) of new
~ssues of commonstock, but accounted for 59 percent of the postoffering trading market purchases. The institutions’
post-offering
market purchases of new issues of commonstocks were, on the average, madeat a premiumof 33 percent above the original offering price,
and their sales at a premiumof ~=6 percent. About 60 percent of the
institutions’
sales of new commonstock issues were made within 40
days of the original offering. The median-sized allotment of new
stock issues received from individual broker-dealers, even by these institutions, was relatively small (generally 100 shares or less). Both
p ost-offerinc~
. .
~ p urchasesand sales, however, tended to involve larger
~ndlvlduaI transactions.
11. Virtually all of the institutions had trading or order departments which retained control over the details of executing purchases
and sales of stocks. These normally had limited discretion as to price
and no discretion as to the stocks to be purchased or sold, but substantial discretion as to the broker-dealers and market channels to
~As indicated in sec. 3.a(4),
above, however, some of the orders
or "market" orders anay well have involved some element of discretion.
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be used for individual executions, though "approved" lists of brokerdealers,
among whom the trading
departments
were expected to
spread the business, were common.
12. Few institutions reported going directly to specialists or specialists’ firms for executions in stocks in which the specialist was registered.
13. Many institutions
estimated that their use of the over-thecounter markets for listed stocks had been increasin~g, relative to their
use of the exchange markets~ over the past 5 years. Few indicated
that it had been decreasing. More institutions
reported such an increase in the "other" commonstock category than in the public utility
commonstock or preferred stock categories.
1¢. Price, cost and volume were the factors most frequently mentioned by the institutions
as factors determining use of the over-thecounter markets rather
than the NYSE market for NYSE-listed
issues. These factors were less frequently mentioned as reasons for
using the regional exchanges.
15. "Reciprocal business" considerations
were more important in
the allocation
of commission business among stock exchange member
firms than among dealers in the over-the-counter
market, where price
competition exists. Wi‘th respect to the unlisted stocks, several institutions indicated that they prefer to execute transactions directly
with market makers.
16. Research and analytical
materials
were the nmst frequently
mentioned reasons for giving "reciprocal business" to brokers. Other
factors tended to vary by type of institution.
Reciprocal business
has been given by banks in relation to deposits and loans, by mutual
funds in reward for sales of shares of the funds, by universities
because of "old school tie" considerations,
and by insurance companies
to reward broker-dealers who bring (as agent for the issuer) desirable
private placement issues to the company.
17. The institutions
tend to concentrate their commission business
among a relatively
few firms: for each institution,
its favorite 10
broker-dealers tended to account for more than 50 percent of its commission business for the year 1961. Moreover, New York Stock Exchange firms received more than 60 percent of the total commissions
paid by the institutions
for the year 1961. The give-up device was
used principally to divert commissions from an institution’s
favorite
10 or 9~0 brokers to others. Its principal users were the open-end
(load) companies.
18. Investment companies have noticeably
higher stock turnover
rates than other institutions.
The institutions,
as a whole, have lower
turnover
rates than the New York Stock Exchange market. While
the net new purchases of stocks by the institutions
as well as their
turnover are presently both contributing to liquidity in the securities
mar.~ets, the institutions’
lower turnover rate raises questions concermng the consequences of possible further increase in institutionalization of the markets for stocks.
An important purpose of the Special Study’s institutional
investor
survey, apart from contributing
to general understanding of the institutional
investors’ role in the ,trading markets~ was to supplement
and throw light on data obtained "through other means about various
other phenomena or problems within the scope of the total study.
Recommendationsin those areas, reflecting the institutional
survey and
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other data, are contained in the appropriate chapters. Certain recommendations which flow directly from the findings as to institutional transactions specifically are, however, madehere.
The principal one is that the growing importance of institutional
investors, the pattern of their present market activity, and the probability of a trend toward greater "institutionalization"
of markets for
stocks suggest the need for continuing data and attention with respect
to such areas. In addition to obtaining and publishing fuller data
on institutional
transactions, the Commissionshould have programs
for more continuous study of, and better lines of communicationwith
institutional investors and others with regard to changing needs and
emerging problems regarding the handling of block transactions and
their special impact on the securities markets.
While pension funds are one of the most important institutional
groups in the securities markets, and are growing at the fastest rate,
they are notable for the dearth of information publicly available on
their holdings. Investment companies are required by the provisions
of the Investment CompanyAct to disclose their holdings of individual
stocks in their periodic reports. Insurance companies are required by
various State statutes or regulations to makesimilar disclosures. Pension funds, however, have not been subject to any corresponding disclosure requirement. Although the Federal Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act 11s applies a disclosure concept to pension funds,
the act does not require that the holdings of individual security issues
.be revealed unless they are securities of an employer or other "party
in interest," and are not securities listed on a national securities
exchange or securities of a registered investment companyor public
utility holding company.
Recommendations have been made in the past by others that the
Federal Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act should require
greater disclosure of individual security holdings of pension funds~
with the purpose of informing, and protecting the interests of, the
bene.ficiaries of such plans. In view of the general importance of the
pension funds in the securities markets, however~ there appears an
independent reason of public policy favoring such disclosure.
It is apparent that any study of a possible volumeor block discount
in stock exchange commission rates, as recommendedin chapter VI,
must take into account the patterns and practices revealed by the
present survey. Should a volume discount be considered~ it should
take a form which would be meaningful in terms of the sizes of transactions and block purchase and sale programs of the institutions.
It
should not, on the other hand~ take a form which would have unstabilizing effects, such as giving the institutions incentives toward making
larger single transactions on the exchange than the auction markets
can readily absorb.
The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Institutional participation has become increasingly important in the total business of securities markets and, since the
institutions tend to deal in larger blocks and for other reasons,
such participation presents special problems from the point of
view of the exchanges and in relation to the public interest and
n~ 29 U.S.C. 301-309.
96-746--63--pt.
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protection of investors.
In view of the growing importance of
institutional
transactions
and the probability
that needs and
problems associated with them will not remain static, it is particularly important that there be an adequate body of information
about them on a continuous basis for the use of the Commission,
the self-regulatory
bodies and the investing public. The Commission should institute
programs to obtain, and to publish on
appropriately aggregated bases, more continuous data concerning
institutional
participation
in the securities markets, including
securities held, amounts of gross and net purchases over periods
of time, and turnover rates, From time to time the Commission
should hold conferences .with, or otherwise invite the views and
suggestions of, institutional
investors, the principal exchanges
and representatives
of the securities
business with regard to
changing impacts of institutional
transactions on securities markets, related needs of institutional
investors, and questions of
public policy involved.
2. Inasmuch as pension funds represent an increasingly important institutional
group for which data on securities transactions
are lacking, the Commission should recommend, from the point of
view of the securities
markets and independently of any other
purpose, that the Federal Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act be amended to require periodic disclosure by pension funds
of their holdings of individual corporate securities, or that equivalent information be otherwise required to be made public.
3. Any study of possible modification of commission rate structures to provide a volume discount or lower commission rate for
institutional
or other large investors should take into consideration the practices of the institutions
in handling large purchase
or sale programs. Any volume discount or lower rate adopted
should be meaningful in terms of the sizes of transactions
and
block programs of the institutions as they exist in actual practice,
but should not create incentives toward instability
in the markets
such as, for example, through encouraging larger single transactions in auction markets than such markets can readily absorb.
D.

OVER-THE-COUNTER

MARKETS
1.

IN

EXCHANGE-LISTED

SECURITIF~q

INTRODUGTION

One of the more striking developments in the securities markets in
recent years has been the growth of a market away from the floo.r of
the stock exchanges for securities .traded on the exchanges. For
NYSEstocks alone, this market has grown from an estimated dollar
volumeof $8~: million in ~t941 to an estimated $2 billion ~0 years later,
a relatively greater expansion than that of the NYSE.Though the
methodsand structure of the off-board market require its classification
as part of the over-the-counter markets, - its prices are necessarily related to exchange prices. Its unique character distinguishes it from
both and has suggested its designation as the "third market," a term
used in this part as a shorthand reference to the composite of all
over-the-counte~ trading .in listed securities.
Off-board trading in listed securities takes place in several ways.
Most iml?ortant is the trading in the markets made by broker-dealers
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who deal in such securities on a continuous basis in muchthe same Way.
as the ,wholesale: dealers in the over-the-counter.~market generally~.as
described in chapter ~V!I.C.1. These firms, he{e referred t0as the.
"market makers," as well as other broker-de~lers not engaged in the
business of making markets, also negotiate transactions, often large
in size, on a pure brokerage basis in which they act as a~en~ ’for both
parties. 11~, The aggregate of all such trading ir~ listed .securities. off
the floor of an exchange, whatever the channel, constitutes the~ offboard or ,third market..~
~The :very existence of such trading prompts~inquiry .into the basis
for a market ~whichappears to duplicate the function of the.exchahges,’
and into its particular structure and operation and impact upon the
primary market. Because much of the description ’~f themeChanics,
of the overJthe-counter markets in chapt~r"¥II~ also appiie~ to the
third, market, this pa~rt in examiningthes~,qfl~S~ti6ns necessdr’ily
centrates upon the. special attributes of th~ over-the-counter market
in listed securities, ~ The discussion is largely ~ limited to
counter trading in ~certain NYSE.stocks which~ pn January 18, 1962,
~~
accounted for 85 percent .of-th~ value of t~rading in the ~hird marke~.
It is further limited l~o S’uch trading by nonmembersof t.h,e NYSE..
NYSEmembers, though gen~rally¢ prohibited: ,from trading away,
from the exchan~es~-in stocks listed, Onthe Exchange, may, de,al
the counter in listed securities on a special exe .m0,t list or uponr,~eceipt
of special permission from the Exchange Or:i~*~he cohrs~’ Of
proved Secondary Distribution; trading under, these exemption,s accounted for 1~ percen~ of the :value o[oyer:the-cdunter tra~li~.’
NYSEstocks on January 18, 1962. ~1~ Fi~ally,the dlscusslon ~ f0~u~
chiefly on the off-board tra~iinz which ~ak~s place in ~ th6 n/ari~et~s.
made by the firms ~ engaged in~ this buSing,as sin~e thei~i~Vlt!~
account ~or, the bulk o~ the third market’s v0~u, me.~
~
e.
D~r,,~ETI-IOD OF. STU

’: "

As ~n the case o~ other over-the-counter markets, the transactions
the third market are entirely outside, the ~larb.o~ publicity iri Which
price and volume data are reported op a continuous bas~s ~or exchange
transa~ti0n~,iin:_dividuall~ anal in the ~ag~egat~.. The, fe~brd, in ddcid~
ing the broker-dealers Whowere appr~J~)riate reeioidfitg ot u questio~nnacre ~t was necessary to work on a trmlbams. ~ Afteranalys~s of the
responses to ~he ’b.asi~c Questmnna~reOTC-3,~ as- ’suppiemei~tal que
tionnaire, OTC-6,was predated and, on August 17, 1962, mailed to 31
broker-deglers. ~s These ~ncluded all ’those whose~ OTC-3queStionnaires s’h0wdda’t0tai b~ $60,000ormoreo~: bVer-tlie-~ouiiter piircl~:ses
and saies ~ o~ listed s~e~urities, whetheras principal or agent, on-January
18, :[969, ’the Sampl~day of Qiie~tionnaifb ~[~C’-3:~ ’ :
The questionnaire elicited..in~ormation concerning the size,
and constituency o~ edch,fir~’s off-board busir/~sin]ist~d st0cl~, various aspects o~ market practices and method~(gndspecific.,in~ormati0n
on every transaction ~n selected ~ securities :during the weeks ending
~Trans~actigns in !iste4 secu~ities ean also ocdu~, ~f :cd~lrsd. ~di, rectly between pu~lid ¯
"inves~or~: ~ithbut thesgrVicbs
of a ~rofe§’siOnhl:
interm~(iia~:
"’,[!~’
’ .....
’~See~h’.~Y~I,
ap~. ~able7. ’~ ~
’ ’ ~’
- : "~’, ’~ ""
ue See ch. VIII app. A, table 8.
"’
’"
: ,"’~
~s See ch.
app.VII.A.2:
VIII-B.
~-’
":’
’
’ "
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March 24, 1961~ and January 19 and June 1~ 1962. Five firms were
eliminated 119 and the questionnaire was sent to 11 additional firms
knownto be active in this field though not amongthe most active on
January 18~ 1962. Information on over-the-counter trading of Exchange stocks was thus obtained from a total of 37 broker-dealers~ accounting for approximately 75percent of the volume and value of
over-the-counter trading in I~YSE stocks by nonmemberson January
18~1962.12°
The firms divided into two groups. One consisted of 17 firms making
off-board markets for NYSE-listed securities in 1962. Thirteen were
making such markets in 1961 and were able to submit statistical
data
for that year~ which was the base year for muchof the statistical data
required under Questionnaire OTC-6. These firms comprised~ to the
study~s best information~ all those doing any substantial business as
market makers in listed stocks in 1961. Seven of the 13 were responsible for 96 percent of the group’s dollar volume in 1961~ and a large
portion of the discussion and of the tables in this part is based on their
reports, i~-1 The other group~ referred to here as the "broker-dealer
intermediaries~" consisted of 20 firms which dealt with the market
makers on behalf of public customers. It included the firms doing
the largest amount of such business on January 18~ 1962~ but represented only a sample of the more than 400 firms active in this capacity
in the third market on that day.
Membersof the Special Study staff also visited a number of the
larger firms operating in this market, both market makers and their
broker-dealer customers~ and received supplemental information by
observation and by interview of the principals of these firms. Since
Questionnaire OTC-6 supplied only limited information concerning
the general nature of the public customers of the third market, information on business transacted by individuals was derived chiefly from
this source and muchof the data on institution’s participation in the
market was drawn from Questionnaire IN-4~ discussed in par~ C~
above. It is important, however~to note the distinction in coverage
of the two questionnaires. The data collected under Questionnaire
IN-4 include transactions by NIrSE members and therefore provide
information on a wider trading area than that accounted for by nonmemberswho were the sole subjects of Questionnaire OTC-6.1~2
The data concerning the off-board market for NYSE-listed securities have thus been brought together from a number of sources;
the limitations of these sources have .necessarily restricted the scope
and depth of the inquiry. At times the data only suggest, rather than
document, some of the ~observations. In some instances~ where statistical verification would have been desirable, it was necessary to rely
on information abtained from interviews of participants in the third
~wo firms were ~ut o4~ business by August 1962, one firm had an unusually large
transaction
in an exchang~ stock on Jan. 18, 1962, but did not n~rmally trade over the
counter in listed securities,
one firm concentratecl
in exchange stocks other than NYSE
issues, and one firm failed to report.
~0 See sec. 4.c, below, particularly
the first footnote, with respect to the extent of the
37 firms’ thir~ market participation.
~ These seven firms were : American Securities
Corp. ; Blyth & Co., Inc. ; A. W. Benkert
& Co. ; The First Boston Cor~. ; J, S.Strauss & Co. ; Wee~en & Co. ; and Stewart, Miller
& Co. (which was active during the’ period covered by the questionnaire
but not at the
time of the publication of this part). The firms are not identified
in the tables but are
designated, by letter.
~ The indications
are, however, that NYSE members were responsible
for no more than
the 15 percent of off-board volume in Exchange securities
contributed
by them on Jan.
18, 1962. (See p. 871, above.)
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market, chiefly market makers. Because of the almost complete
dearth of information previously available concerning this rapidly
developing segment of the securities markets and the indicated limitations in the study’s collection of data, it is important to understand
that this part is less a definitive study than an explorato.ry survey.
3.

DIMENSIONS

OF THe)

]~ARK.~T

a. Volume and growth
The size of the off-board market for listed securities may be measured in several ways. On January 18~ 1962 (based on Questionnaire
OTC-3), over-the-counter purchases and sales of all exchange stocks
amountedto $26.9 million, or 6.3 percent, of total estimated s~ock trading of $429.4 million on all exchanges on that day.123 The $26.9 rail.lion may also be compared with the estimated value of purchases and
sales on all regional exchanges that day~ which amounted to $30.4
million. If the over-the-counfer
trading in NYSEstocks only is
considered (excluding stocks on the Exchange’s exempt list), $19.5
million of such stocks were bought and sold over the counter, constituting 5.3 percent of total trading on the NYSEon January 18~ 1962.
Estimates based on full-year results show a slightly smaller ,proportion of off-board trading in NYSEstocks than does this 1-day
study. The broker-dealers responding to Questionnaire OTC-6,who
had off-board sales o.f listed stocks in 1961 accounted for 75 percent
of the off-board volume in 5TX~SEsecurities on January 18~ 1962. .An
extrapolation of their dollar volumefor 1961 based on this percentage
indicates total over-the-counter sales of NY’SEsecurities for that year
of just under $2 billion (table VIII.-43). This figure constitutes
5.1 percent of the value of all over-the-counter sales and 3.8 percent
.of th~ value of sales on the Exchange (table VIII-44), or slightly
less than half the dollar value of such trading accounted for by the
regional stock exchanges in 1961. The result appears to b~ confirmed
by the extrapolation of the 1962 sales of one of the largest market
makers, based on his reported allocation of the total third market
volume in 1961. This measure indicates that sales in the off-board
market in listed securities for 1962 were 4 percent of the dollar value
of sales on the NYSE.The dollar value of all trading on the regional
exchanges in 1962, including securities not traded on the NYSE,was
7.3 percent of dollar value of sales on the Excl~ange.
In comparing volumes on the off-board and exchange markets, it is
im.portant. .t° note that the relatively hi h degiieeof
professional." .p~ar tlclpatlon m the over-the-counter m~et means that the estimat,.ed
value of sales by the public in the third market amountedto only 2 to
21/~ percent of such sales on the Exchange. 12~ On the other hand,
1= See app. VII-A, table 2.
~. T.he. me.th.od of. co.reputing th.e volume of purchases and sales in the over-the-counter
marKe~ ~ena, s ~o obscure the ex~en.t of participation by public anct professionals..
The
problem is complicated by the different channels for effecting a transfer frown one public
customer to another.
An institution
may sell to a market maker wlto, in turn, sells to
another institution~
An tndivid, ual may sell to a broker-dealer intern~ed4ary, who sells
to a m~trket maker, who sells to another broker-dealer, and thence to another public customer ; often~ however, the individual trades with the market maker thro.ugh his broker-dealer
as agent. There may be various combinations of these steps in each transfer
from one
public cus¢omer to another, all of which influence total volume and affect the proportiOns
of total volume represen,ted by public and professional
activity.
See ch. VII, app. A.l.a,
for discussion of this apportionment as it relates to the over-the Counter market generally.
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slnco NYSEstocks accounted-for 85 percent of all over-the-counter
tr~Lding in listed securities on January 18, 1962, the total of trading of
all listed stocks over the counter actually exceeded $2 billion for 1961.
’ The sharp growth of’ the third market may be scan -’by reference to
a Commissl0n staff studyin 1941. This reported sales of NYSE
stocks over the counter by nonmemberbroker-dealers for a 6-month
period as 1 percent of the Volumeand 1.6 percent of the value of sales
on the Exchange. Thus, despite the tenfold increase in the value of
shares traded on the N¥SE between 1941 and 1961i the over-the-’
counter m~rket for NYSEstocks in ’ 1961 had’increased~ 4ts size ,more
than 20 times over the t~o-decade interval. The,. responses to Questionnaire OTC-6reveal the extent of the third market’s r~cent expansion; d~llar volumeof ’over-the-coufiter trading in-listed ,securities
increased 185 percent ~from 1955’to 1961, some 10 percent more than
the increase in over-the~-counter trading generally, and thre~ times as
muchas - the 60-percent increase in volume for the same period,:reported by’the Exchange.- ¯
.
. ¯ ¯
¯ The ~r0wth,o2 thethird market may also be measured by the increase
in numt~er of market makers.; Of the 17 firms reporting activity as
market ’ makers , in late 1962, only. 3 had made markets 1-’n thee~rly
1940’~, 9 had begUnin th~ ’1950’s, and5 .had started in 1961 or 1962.1~
Thoughthere~have been s~.omewithdrawals, t~he net effectof the changes
~ppe~rs’to be aprolifer~ti0n of the’firms,making marke~. Nor i§~the
oxpansion l:imited to the humberof firms alone: as indicated below,,
~tie market makers ,have been constan¢ly i,ncreasing the number of
stocks for which they .make,m~rkets.
~b. The securities ~ ~ ~’’~ ’
. Un!iI~"the’tr~ding ~f s~uriii~s, on the exch~n~zes,1~° listedsecurities
maybe traded off-board without rest~rictioa by b)o~er:deale~rs wh6are
not membersof g£ excha,hge , and 0ver-thh:counter m~rkets for listed
¯ ’ ~
"~ "
’
~
"
"
’ "
"
" "
’127
S6Cur]~l~
c~n
be made. or":discontinued,,
also
without
restriction.
t n a tion :ounter
involve
listed ecurlitie
established dealer m~rkeg.~
.But even if attention iSle,mired to t~ose
N¥SE~tocks which possess formal markets, it is apparent that the
list~of Exchange-securities. traded over the counter is large, diversified,
and ste~diiy expanding.- ’ ~?,
~,
The 1941. siudy #eferred to ~bove found that the outstanding char.~.cteristics of’ ~he li~e~ ~,tocks then being traded over :the ~oun~erwere
both their high quality :andAnactivity on £heN,¥SE., ,~Stress wason
preferred st0~ks and, t(~ ~"bonsiderabl L lesser extent, on ’the common
stocks of financial, reMestat~, and.utility groups. Tl{~ attributes of
,the,se: s_~/ocl~s’s~ibp0~ted.~he~ ~horism’~that~ab~t~ive,st0ck~, :gravitated
~oward an exchang~ market while inactive sto6ks sought a negotiated
¯ ~,Souree,: Questionnaire
OTC--6. By ffune 1963, 9 ~months Rfte’r circulation
of the
questi.0nnaire,
a large wholesale over-the-counter dealer; formerly engaged ’in tl~ding only
unlistea securities,
h~d also b~uq *o make markets for listed s,t~eks. As indicated above,
one of the firms engaged.in making such markets in 1961 and 1962 ~iSeontinued its operations in 1963.
~’ .
~ For discussion of trading ,ro~uirements on the principal exehafiges, see pt. B, above,
and ,on the .original exchangas, pt’..-,E, below.
-.
...a~ See. eh, ,~¥II.C far zt ~de~criptlon of the over-the-cou~ter
marketmaking function
m. Se6 see.~,.~a and b, below.
" ""¯
.~
’, ,, ’~
o t~Thus,, the NYS1~’s.Hst, ~)f,exempt,issues,
which its members, may,trade off the
change, eonsl§ts of ltsted~ securities with less volume of activity than Is apparently considered essential for an auction market.
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The roster of 1~¥SE stocks traded over the counter has changed
radically in size and character since that time. Whereasat the earlier
date no dealers appear to have be~n making over-the-counter markets
for these stocks, at least to an extent requiring comment,in 1961 13
Jirms were making 712 marke~s in ~270 different commonstocks (table
VIII--45). By September 1962 the 7 largest of these firms had added
4-4 new markets (table VIII-46). The third market continues to be the
favored market for the handling of preferred stocks, 1~° but such securities, less important relatively to institutions’ today .tha~ in 1941, were
the subject of only two off-board markets’~in1961 and were reported
by almost all market makers to be o.f declining importance. Markets
were made, however, in 1961 for 82 utility and 18 railroad issues,
classes which had also been important in the over-the-counte~r ~trading
in 1941. A striking change from the earlier year is the promii~enc~ of
industrial equities, extending from established "blue chips" .to comparatively ,less seasoned stocks. The range of selection maybe seen in
a small but representative sample of bIYSEissues in which off-board
markets were made in 1961 (table VIII-47).
Some of. the 270 1~¥SE commonstocks traded in the third market
are amongthe most active on the Exchange--74 of themirankir~g in the
top 100 in 1961. And while only one-fourth of all ~.¥SE ~ommon
stocks tr~/ded.~a million shares or morein that year~ almost three-fifths
of the third market stocks reached that mark. Since the regional
exchanges tend to en~age: in the multiple trading of Stocks ,actively
traded on the N¥SE~it~’is not surprising that all b~{t nine of the third
market stocks Weretra~ded on. one o~ mor~of the regional exch~nge~in
1961.1~ = V~olumew~.-not Uniforn~ily hi~h~-.amo~g-all third market
stocks, however, as almos~:.~me-fit~i~.df~£em--~ger~t!y utility’issues~
traded less than the medigh:~:d~’~65~000:~sliares fdi" all N¥SEcommon
stocks in 1961~and 13 issues, traded le~s: £han 200,000 shares ’ (table
VIII-48, chart VIII-h).
In oth~.r characteristics t~in-fihancial ~iz~:f issuer ~d in breadth
of stock distribution--=l~YSEcomm0n~:stockstraded on tlle third market stand in the very highest-size ranges; .. A comparison ~f the 270
commonstocks for which markets were im£fle~ in~ 1961::wifli (1) all
common
stocks listed on the NYSE,(2). those list~e~l ~ bh~the ~A-mex,and
(3) stocks .traded exclusively over the counter: Show~the 270 in the
very upper 1~¥SEsize levels~far higher th~n all but a small percentage of stocks in the other market categories (table VIII-49, chart
VIII-i).
Thus, while some 56 percent of all N¥SE commonstocks
have fewer than 10~000 shareholders~ only 3 percent of the 270 fail to
meet this level of distribution.
And while roughly half of all NYSE
commonstocks have fewer than 2½ million shares outstanding, leas
than $100 million in issuer’s assets, or under $100 million in market
value, only 5 to 10 percent of the 270 fall belowthese levels.
See pt. C.3.a, above.
See pt. E, below.
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This pattern may be seen also in the high range within which the
central two-thirds of the 270 stocks fall. While the central two-thirds
of all NYSEcommonstocks have shareholders and shares outstanding equal to from 2 to 9~0 times the minimumlisting requirements,
most of the 270 have from 10 to 60 times these requirements. And
while most NYSEstocks meet from 2 to 46 times the minimttm NYSE
listing requirements as to issuer’s assets and market value, most of
the 270 have from 13 to 130 times these requirements. 1~2 Comparison
with the central two-thirds of stocks in other markets is even more
striking and underlines the very great dimensions of most, though
not all, NYSEstocks for which off-board markets are made (tables
VIII-5 and VIII-49).
As in the case of many other aspects of the third market, there
is no identity, and often little similarity, in the lists of stocks in which
each firm makes markets. The lists of the 7 largest firms vary greatly
in composition and in 1962 ranged in size from 44 to 167 securities.
Two firms make markets only for utilities.
Their lists are much
smaller and more static than those of the diversified firms. But
there were substantial differences even in the markets made by the
diversified market makers, some apparently concentrating in securities likely to be of interest to institutions,
with others concerned
more with securities likely to be of interest to individuals. The
range encompasses I stock (American Telephone & Telegraph Co.) seletted by 8 market m~kers to 90 securities in which only a single
market is made (table VIII45).
While’ difficult to demonstrate statistically,
there also appears to
be some relationship between the distribution of transactions by size
discussed below 1~ and the nature of securities traded by the individual
market maker. Thus, the firms doing a relatively
larger part of
their volume in smaller trades make markets for some of the less
stable market performers, while those stressing the larger sized transactions concentrate on issues of relatively higher investment grade.
The returns to Questionnaire OTC-6show the prime factor in each
firm’s decision to makea market for a stock is the interest of customers
or potential customers, five specifying institutional interest as being
of primary importance. On~ large diversified market maker stated
its basis for selection of securities as follow:
The policy of the firm is to add a security to our trading list only if it is
felt that the security has a sufficiently
broad and continuous investor interest
to justify
it being traded on a permanent basis. The issue must also be of a
type in which we feel ’we will be able to maintain a competitive net market.
Taken into consideration
are the number of institutional
investors
holding
the security in portfolio,
as well as the nature and frequency of inquiries
for
the security by our customers. Also considered are the number of shares outstanding, daily volume, past market action, and price level.

Another diversified market maker stated
" or’ dropping
is our guide in adding
" stocks.
firm doing a large dealer business cited a
for interest and activity:
1. Total number of shares
million shares)

outstanding

simply, "Dealer activity
" Still" another diversified
numberof specific measures

(we usually

¯ ~ See pt. B.4, p. 11, at note 1, and table VIII-5.
~’~Seesec. 5, below.

require

minimum of
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2. Volume on NYSE (usually
demand average volume greater
than 150,000
shares per month over 5-year period).
3. Number of shareholders
(normally look for at least 20,000 shareholders).
4. Price and ratio of volatility
to price.
5. Number of shares closely held (we deduct number of shares known to be
closely held from total outstanding to determine whether first factor satisfied).

One firm specializing in utlhtles
...... bases its decision on "* * * an
analysis * * * to determine if a broad interest exists in the security."
Anotherfi~m, also specializing in utilities, stated :
In determining to make a market in a particular
security,
we t~ke into consideration
the volume o.f institutional
trading and degree of interest
in that
particular security.

The market makers generally discontinue their markets by applying
the standards Used to initiate them. One firm discontinues trading
listed securities "if the volume * * * [is] small," another if a stock
"no.l°nge r has sufficient, activit,
y~"a third "whereinstitutional, interest.
declines over a per~od of t~me. * * *" A fourth firm apphes a different emphasis: ’~It is possible that we would drop a security from our
list if we decided it was trading at a level which involved great danger
in being long."
c. Size of tran~actions
An analysis of the size of transactions reported by the largest firms
makingover-the-counter markets in li~sted securities for the 3 sample
weeks of (~uestionnaire OTC-6reveals a polarization into very large
and very small transactions to a far greater extent than on the :NYSE.
The prevalence of the larger sized transactions is hardly unexpected
since the handling o~ block transactions by institutions has long been
accepted as a prime ~unction of the third market. TM Trades of 500
shares and over were thus responsible for 14 percent of transactions of
over 100 shares in size and 57 percent of share volumeof the 7 largest
market makers during the 3 base weeks of (~uestionnaire
OTC-6
.(tables VIII-50a and VIII-50b). The equivalent ratios on the NYSE
~n a 1-day sample in January 1963 were 4.5 and 121.8 percent~ respectively. The concentration of larger transactions in the third market is
even more dramatically illustrated in the analysis of transaction sizes
in part C.~ Whether measured by dollars or shares, individual transactions on the third market reported by institutions on the IN-4 questionnaires were substantially larger than their transactions on the
NYSEand regional exchanges.. The median dollar value of the overthe-counter transactions for the 2 base months (March 1961 and April
1962) covered by the questionnaire was more than three times that
of transactions on the B~YSEand about double that of transactions
on the regional exchanges.
The consequenceof this stress on the larger sized transactions is, of
course~ that the over-the-counter market has 86 percent of its roundlot transactions ~a~ and 43 percent of round-lot volume in the middle
range of 100 to 499 shares, while the B~YSEreports (for 100- to
500-share trades) 95.5 percent of its round-lot transactions and 78 percent of round-lot share volume in this size range. The .third market
a~ "Is the Stock; Market Obsolete?" l~ortune, February 195~, pp. 129, 15~.
~ See tables VIII-21, VIII-22, and VIII-~8. These statistics
include transactions by
NYSEmembers in exempt stocks.
~ l~or purposes of this analysis, round-lot transactions on the third market are defined
as those involving 100 sh~res or more, though they are not (as is required by the N~SE)
in even multiples of 100 shares.
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is thus relatively less active in the middle area from which the iN¥SE
draws its greatest volume.
Surprisingly, the third market had a greater share of its transactions and volume in the smallest sized transactions--those of less
than 100 shares, i.e.. odd lots--than did the N¥SE.. Thus, the third
market had 74: percent of its transactions and 19 percent of its share
volumeaccounted for by odd lo.ts. 1~7 Onthe other hand, it is estimated
that odd lots on the 1~¥SE made up 48 percent of the total of nonmembers~ round-lot and odd-lot transactions and 9.1 percent of the
total share volume in 1961. The relatively high proportion of share
volume in odd lots on the third market--approximately double that
of the NYSEmis
not inconsistent with the importance of larger transactions; rather, it points to a different kind of market utilization, for
reasons which are considered below.
The size distribution pattern among.the market makers varies substantially,
with share volume being concentrated at either pole of
transaction size. Odd lots constituted 84.0 percent of the trades and
50.8 percent of the share volume for onefirm, but only 3.~.9 a~d 1.8
percent, respectively, for another (tables VIII-50a and VIII-50b).
In the same way, the firm emphasizing odd lots had only a: single
transaction, amounting to 0.9 percent of its share volume, in trades
involving over 500 shares while the other firm did 88.5 percent of its
share volumein the higher range, 62.8 percent in transactions of .over
2,000 shares.
The same heterogeneity is reflected in comparisonsot ~ size of transactions for the individual market makers in specific issues. One firm
did 60.3 percent of its share volume in American Telephone & Telegraph Co. in odd lots and only 3.9 percent in transactions of 300 shares
or larger, while another did only 19.4 percent of its volumein this stock
in odd lots but 46.5 percent in the larger sized transactions (table
VIII-51). Despite the differences in distribution characteristics
amongfirms, however, no firm reported less than 64.5 percertt of total
transactions in this stock in odd lots. In the lower priced but less
active Southern Co. common,odd lots made up a considerably smaller
portion of both transactions and shares J~or each of the three firms
making markets in the stock. A comparison of the transactionsof
two of the firms, which made markets in both’.stocks~ for the3-week
test period indicates that the distribution of bus~ness by size of transaction varies both for market makers and securities.
4. TI:IE PARTICIPANTS

a. The p~bliv custwmers
The reason for the existence of an over-the-counter market in listed
stocks in the face of a highly organized, established exchange market
in which the same securities are traded~would appear to lie in its
capacity to satisfy needs not met by the exchange market. It is therefore important to kno~v the nature of the customers of the third market
and the reasons for their utilization of this market.
The inquiry is complicated by the fact that some customers of
record ; i.e, institutions~ generally deal directly for their ownaccounts
¯ ~ This is the minimumpercentage of od@-lot trading because odd,’lots traded in combination with round lots were not ’donsidered as Separate odd-lot transactiovs.
See nbte 13~,
above.
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while others, such as broker-dealers and commercial banks in some
of their trading~ represent the ultimate public customers as intermediaries. The Special Study secured data concerning the customers
of the third market from three independent Sources, each supplying a
different type of information. Questionnaire OTC-3permitted a 1day" division of trading on the third market between individual and
other public customers~ but without analysis of the latter class into
subgroups. Questionnaire IN-4 obtained data on trading in the third
market by designated classes of institution.
The information secured
by questionnaire OTC-6from broker-dealers in the third market revealed the class of customer of record, not necessarily the ultimate
public customer~ in transactions effected during 3 base weeks. Within,
the bounds of these varied data~ it is possible to set downsome general
observations concerning the customers of the third market.
The OTC-3sample of January 18~ 1962~ lends support to the commonly held notion that the third market exists largely to service the
needs of institutional investors. On that day public customers other
than individuals transacted 62 percent of the dollar value of the public
trading in the third market. 13s This class of customer was thus substantially more important to the third market in terms of dollar value
of trading than to the NYSE~and far more important than in the
trading of unlisted, stocks (table VIII-d). Although the~ classification of "other public customers" includes such entities as partnerships
~9
and estates~ it consists largely of institutions2
TABLE VIII-d,--Percent

of individuals’

and other

public

customers’

/ndividuals

trading.

Other public customers.

Type of stock
Share
volu.me
Exchangelisted, traded over the counter 1 ..............
Overthe counter .......................................
N¥SElisted, traded on the NYSE....................

68
91
69

Dollar
value
38
79
64

Share
volume
32
9
31

Dollar
value
62
21
36

1 Includes all stocks available for trading on NYSE,Amex,and regional exchanges.
Source: For listed stocks traded over the counter and unlisted stocks, responses to Questionnaire OTC-3
for Jan. 18, 1962; for share volume(NYSE)distribution, the Exchange’s"llth Public Transaction Study,"
Sept. 13, 1961, adjusted to eliminate trading by NYSEmembers and nonmemberintermediaries. NYSE
dollar value distribution was computedby weighting share proportions by the average share price on Sept.
13~1961($48 for institutions and intermediaries and $39 for public individuals) as reported to the study by
the NYSE.

The high average price of shares traded by other public customers in
the third market--S60 as compared with an average of $17 for individuals-explains the relatively smaller portion of share than dollar
volume traded by other public customers in this market.
There is other evidence of the importance of institutions in the third
market. Though estimated sales of NYSEstocks over the counter
amountedto 3.8 percent of sales on the Exchangein 1961~ the institutional investors canvassed by Questionnaire IN-4 traded over the
counter for 10.2 percent of their dollar volume in NYSEsecurities
in March 1961 and 9.5 percent in April 1962. The relatively heavy
utilization of the third market by institutions is emphasize~l by their
See app. VII-A, table 9.
See app, VII-A.2.a for a discussion of the classification

of "other ])ublic

customers."
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lesser use of the regional exchanges: 5.3, and 6.4 percent of NYSE
14°
dollar volume~respectively, for the 2 months.
The returns of Questionnaire I1~-4 also reveal some interesting
facts concerning the relative utilization of the third market by institutional customers (table VIII-52). Pension funds did,a high portion of their trading in N¥SE stocks on the third market~-18.7
percent in March 1961 and 15.7 percent in April 1962. Insurance
companies~both life and nonlife, and commontrust funds also tended
to be relatively heavy users of the third market. But open-end investment companies (load) effected only 6.0 percent of their NYSEbusiness on the third market in March1961 and 6.1 percent in April 1962~
as against 10.5 and 9.2 percent for the same months on the regional
exchanges. The investment companies were the sole institutional
groups to utilize the regional markets more than the over-the-counter
market for hsted stocks m the 2 months; the basis for this p eference
appears to lie in the "give-up" or directed split ~ of commissionsdescribed in chapter VI~ part I~ and discussed in detail in chapter XI,
m
part C.
The study of trading on January 18, .1962~ in Questionnaire OTC-3
showed that two-thirds of transactions by "o~her public customers"
were on a principal basis, and one-third with broker-dealers as agents.
Over-the-counter trading by the institutions responding to Questionnaire IN-4 was~ by share volume, three-fourths on a principal and
one-fourth on an agency basis. ~ The bulk of the institutions ~ principal business,appears to take place within the markets of the market,
makers, and its mechanics and motivation are described below. The
greatest portion of the agency, volume does not appear, however, to
channel through the markets of the market makers. Much of it consists of transactions in which a broker-dealer brings together an. institution desiring to sell (or buy) a security with another institution
desiring to buy (or sell) the same security, in what may be termed
"off-board cross" of a listed security. Such transactions are considered briefly in the.next subsection.
The institutions responding to Questionnaire IN-4 most frequently
cited price and cost and, less frequently~ depth of market--or lack of
it~as reasons for trading in the third market. Both grounds involve
some complex considerations requiring an understanding of the mechanics of operation of the third market and their detailed examina’tion is deferred to section 5.c, below.
Perhaps one of the most surprising aspects of the third market
brought to light by the returns to the study~s questionnaires is the high
portion of the market’s volume transacted for the account of individuals, largely through~broker-dealers but also through commercial
banks. The market is ’by no means a wholly institutionalizeA one; individuals contributed 38 percent of dollar value and 68 percent of share
~o See tables VIII-’19 and VIII-2~).
~ It is important to note that tables VIII-53a and VIII-53b are based on transactions
of record in securities
in which the seven l~rgest market makers made markets during the
base weeks of Questionnaire
OTC-6. ~he tables show a proportion of share volume transacted by institutions
almost identt.cal
with that shown for other public customers in table
VIII-d. ~No comparable analysis
of d<)ll~tr
value was practical.
Question~aire
OTC-6
required, however, a different classification.,
of institutions from that employed under questibn’natr~ IN-=4 an~" sh0,WS th~ ihstitution effe~ting the transaction~ in many, cases a commercial bank, ~rather’ tha~’th~i~titution
for ’~]ios~ account the transaction Was effected, as
in the data’sect~r~d ~ under ~it~stionnaire IN-4 ’ahd summarized in table VIII-52.
¯"~ This trading involved both listed and unlisted stocks. ,See pt. C.3.a(4).
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volume on January 18, 1962 (table VIII-d). This participation appears to correspond with the finding of the high proportion of odd-lot
transactions on the third market~discussed above~since it is reasonabl~
to, assume that the smaller sized transactions are generally for the ac14~
--count of individuals and the larger ones for institutions.
The importance of individuals as customers is also suggested by an
.analysis of the customers of record of the seven largest market makers
m the transactions
reported under Questionnaire O~6. Brokerdealers accounted for 76.0 percent of the transactions and 60.8 percent
of the shar~ volume (tables VIII-53a and VIII-53b).14" Here the relationships referred to above between the customer of record and ultimate public customer becomesignificant. Since institutions can deal
directly with the market makers and do not require the services of
an intermediary~1~5 it seems, reasonable to assume that the larger part
of this volumewas for the account of individuals.
¯ Individuals generally deal on the third market through brokerdealers and not directly with the market makers. Only two of the
seven largest market makers handled any appreciable volume of
round-lot business with individuals. Since these two firms specialize
in institution:al
business and their volume with individual~ was in
large-sized transactions~ this volumeprobably corresponds in character
to the trading of institutions and is distinguishable from the normal
trading of individuals on the third market with its stress on relatively
small sized transactions. Another market maker handles odd lots, but
on a fixed-fee basis~1~6 for the employeesof certain companiesin whose’
stock he maintains markets. Such transactions,
an imperceptibly
small fraction of the total volume of the third market, appear to constitute the on]_y trading directly betweenthe market makers and pt~blic
customers,who might be. classified as nonprofessional or unsophisti.cared. traders.
In the absenc~ of a public transaction study, only limited information is available concerning the individual customers, of the third
market who deal through broker-dealer intermediaries. The returns
toQuestionnaire OTC-6, confirmed by interviews with broker-deaters~
point, to a stress by individuals on the smaller sized transactions~ although many involve 100 shares or more. Individuals also appear to
trade in those off-board ,stocks with the greatest activity on the Exchange, As ~is the case generally~ the public individual customer appears to be passive in selecting the trading market~ and to rely on the
advice and action of his broker-dealer.
b: The professional intermediaries
The term "professional intermediaries," for purposes of this description qf the participants in the third market~is limited to professionals
1~ The NYSEreport on institutional
trading for Sept. Z6-30, 1960, showed odd lots as
accounting for only 5.5 percent of institutional
trading. ~Phis is approximately 6~ percent
of the ratio of odd lots to Exchange volume generally.
,~ommercial banks are undoubtedly
responsible for a large portion of the i~stitutional
odd lots.
1~ It was not feasible to analyze returns by dollar volume but the returns to Questionnaire OTC-3 point to the probability
that the proportion of share volume transacted,
by
broker-dealers
on behalf of individuals
is greater than their share of dollar value. See
oh. VII, app. A, table 9.
a~ Several broker-d~aler intermediaries appear to do a substantial third marl~et volume as
agents f0_r foreign banks engage@ in arbitrage of, American s~ocks also traded on the European exchanges, These would seem to be e~ceptions to the general rule.
~ ~The fees ~re less ~han exchange commissions. ,The service is restricted
on the employee’s comp~ny’g.~ock. ~
.
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trading on that market in a representative capacity for public customers; it excludes ~the participation on a principal basis of market
makers, who are described in the following subsection.
The activities of broker-dealers as representatives of public customers on the third market take two. forms. Oneis the t:unction described
above with reference to the "crossing" of orders of public customers,
generally institutions.
Here the professional performs the pure
brokerage function of locating a public customer in order to consummate a trade with another public customer. Most of the market makers
appear to engage in such agency transactions (which take place outside the firm’s "market") while several broker-dealers who do not
makemarkets appear to specialize in these institutional agency transactions.
The commission charged by broker-dealers in these large-volume
agency transactions was generally said to be no more than the b~YSE
rate, but often negotiable at some lesser figure. One of the firms
specializing in large agency transactions for institutions reported its
commissionpolicy as follows :
Various commissions--maximum
would be the equivalent
of the NYSE commission-in general the commission is negotiated
with each customer and sometimes with each transaction
on the value of the service performed.

Another, engaged in the same type of business, reported :
Maximum charge,
stock exchange commission rate when obtainable.
traffic
will bear otherwise. When acting as agent for buyer and seller
both sides commission.

What
charge

A large market maker stated that its commissions in agency transactions, a small portion of its total volume, varied from one-eighth to
one-half point;
Variation in the price of the stock, size of the transaction,
and other expense
in clearing
the transaction
determine
the size of our commission.
In the
majority of cases a ~-point commission is charged.

Still another large market maker doing a greater agency volume
scribed its commissionpolicy as follows :
The commission * * * varies with the transaction.
It is seldom larger than
the New York Stock Exchange commission or smaller than one-eighth of a point.

Another market maker doing a large agency volume repo~ted that the
commission is normally the same as in the NYSE,but that exceptions
are made "in which case the commission is mutually agreed upon."
The second, and more important, type of representational activity
by professionals on the third market consists of the trading of the
broker-dealer intermediaries, representing public customers, with the
market makers, dealing as principals for their own accounts.
The responses to Questionnaire OTC-6of the respondent brokerdealer intermediaries revealed that in 1961 83.3 percent of this business
was transacted as agent and the remainder on a principal basis,
apparently of the riskless variety described in chapter VII. Twelve
firms did all or practically all their business with public customers as
agent, three practically all on a principal basis, and five a combination
of the two. Commissionrates for the intermediaries’ agency transactions with the market makers were reported to-be generally the same
as NYSEminimumcommission rates. Several firn~s indicated exceptions~ one charging "occasionally less on large lots~" another reporting
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that commissions "vary from two-thirds of the regular stock exchange
commissionwhere detail is small, to occasionally the full regular stock
exchange commissionwhere detail is greater, as on estate transfers."
At least one recent enWant in the business has announced a flat $5per-transaction charge. The meager evidence available to the study on
markupsin principal transactions points to a higher customer cost than
the cominissions charged in agency transactions and suggests the
existence of the same markuppattern as in riskless principal transac147
tions in unlisted stocks generally.
The motivation for utilization of the third market by broker-dealer
intermediaries seems clear: professionals in the securities business who
are not members of an exchange must deal on the exchange through
an exchange member and pay the same miniinum rates as the public
generally. Such payment leaves no room for the nonmemberto impose
an additional charge for his own services. The repercussions of this
aspect of the NYSEpublic commissionschedule have already been discussed. 148 It has been shown that in order to ameliorate the impact
of this characteristic of the schedule on professionals, exchange members and nonmembersenter into various types of reciprocal and special
service arrangements~ and that the regional exchanges have dev.eloped
the multiple trading of securities listed on the principal exchanges~
thereby permitting r~gional-only membersto trade in those securities.
Yet there remains a substantial number of broker-dealers not members of any exchange who apparently desire to deal gainfully in listed
securities. The third market provides such nonmemberbroker-dealers
with an economically feasible market for doing so~ and 435 had dealings in listed securities over the counter on January 18, 1962.~9 This
lnotivation apparently explains the great bulk of the trad~ing by
broker-dealer intermediaries
on the third market. These brokerdealers are distributed in communities ranging from small to large
throughout the country and, while including some Sizable firms~ generally consist of the smaller ones.
:
Also participating in the third market as intermediaries for public
customers are commercial banks representing individuals with whom
the bank enjoys only an agency relationship.
A N¥SEtransaction
study in 1955 reported 20.4 percent of commercial bank share volume
on the Exchange was of this type. ~59 A leading market maker~ doing
a considerable volume of business with commercial banks~ expressed
the opinion to the study that approximately the same portion of bank
volume on the third market today consists of this type of trunsaction.
The banks appear to charge from $5.00 per transaction to~ in some
cases, the full NYSEminimumcommission charge plus a small transaction charge. The Special Study made no exhaustive study of the
matter and obtained details on such charges from only a few banks.
It found that one large metropolitan bank charges its custodial and
investment advisory accounts on each security transaction~ wherever
~ See ch. VII.D.3.
~ See ch. VI.I.2.a and also pt. E~ below.
~ See ch. VII, app. A, table 18. The OTC-6 sampl~e of such., broker-dealer~ consisted of
less than 5 percent of this rmmber, presumably the larger firms, and furnished little
information concerning their operations. The generalizations
concerning this group are based,
not only on the question,naire
response, but on personal interviews with the principals
of
several of these firms as well as with the market makers.
~o NYSE. "Institutional
Investors and the Stock Market," September 1955. The customers are describe~ as "individuals (nonfiduciary)."
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ex~uted, an activity fee of $2.50, and on each over-the-counter principal transaction, including third market transactions, TMan a~ditional
.~ his bank
special charge equal to the NYSEminimumc0mmission.
states it trades on the third market only when it can secure.a price
equai to ihe’ last sale on .the NYSE.Banks which imp6se fees 0f thi~
type thus seem to have, for the accounts to which the .fees are applicable, the same incentive as broker-dealer intermediaries on the third
market: they are able to charge m.o.re for .their services in handling
third market transactions than exchange transac£ions.
e. The-market queers
At the core of the third market are ~he ,broker-dealers actively
engaged as principals in buying and selling NYSEqisted securities.
over ’the counter on a continuous basis and holding ghemselves ,out
to institutions
and bther broker-dealers as making markets in-such
listed-securities.
As indicated above, the data available do notpermit
a quantitative definition of their partib.ipation in the market, but the
m~/~ket makers appear to participate an some stage of almost every
transfer between two public customers: 15~ Though listed stocks are
also traded outside the formal markets, the market makers are the
third market transactions than exchang~ transactions.
Each market maker is ]~ree to make a market or discontinue:a market
in a listed security at wilt, and its tradi,ng is subject only to regulatidns applicable to over-the-counter trading and not those governing
trading, on exchanges. None of ~hese firms, with a singl~ exception,
is a member of an exchange? ~ They have followed different routes
in entering tlm business, though the original pu{pose appears to have
been to service Che needs of institutions.
For example,-one~large:
market maker~speciMizingin Utility stocks states that~ ~in the 1920’s~’it
continued to trade over-the-counter th~ stocks of,.~ompunies in which
it was in,rested afte~r their listing on ar~ e~xchange. Another large
diversified market maker embarked upon the trading Of lis~ed stocks
to meet the expanding needs of institutional
cus~t0m~rs which it had
formerly served only in the field of b0nds~ The real’gr0wth of the
third market has taken place in the last 20 years, and,. as indicated.
above, 14 of the 17 firms actively makingmarkets in 19,6~-had entered
the field since 1950.
The disCuSsiono~ securities and size of transactions above has, indi-:
cared the substantial differences among the market make,rs which
persist in many areas of their sC~ctur~ and opergtium The firms
.range from several of modest financial resources to some-ot~the largest.
m .the securities business. Ther~ is a similar span in the~ relative im~he bank. describes
this additional
special charge in its published fee schedule as
fgll~ws : "A, char.ge equal to the usual broker’s co,mmi,ssion w~ll be ~rmde when we negotiate transactions
m .secu~rities
without employing a broker." ~This is-apparen~tly inte~ided
to mean that the bank will collect the special charge when i¢,buys 6r sells stocks overthe-counter through broker-de~lers on a principal~ basis, but i~bt wh~t the tran~actiofi
is
mad~’ with the broker-dealer
on an agency~ basis, . Apparently because,,of~State
law, the,
speciaI,charge
is applie~ only to the bank’s custodial a(~visory accounts, not to its trust
accounts.
xn:~he transaction
reports of the 37 firms reporting un~ler Questionnat~eOTC-6 point
to the probability
that the market makers participate4
in approximately 97 percent of
transfers
from one public customer to another in 1961. Only] 2 of the 37 firms did any
substantial business outside the-marketS 0.f the market makers, ~and .thelr 1961 volume of
this type was 3 percent of estimated 1~61 off-board ~volume in NYSEstocks.
"~:~’.~One~marke±~,m~aker’ r~0vted ~nembe~ship~)n, ~ ~. ~eglonal exchange ~and’,an ,associate
.me~pership on the Amex.~ As stated above,-NYSE member~ are ’generally prohibited~from
t-~ad~ng-.~SE.~secur!ties over ,’the ,~ot~nter. .See sec:-,6.b.,
~bel~w, for discussion of similar
rules on the Amexand regional exchanges.
- ,~ 96-746--63--pt.

2-----57
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porta~ce of third market a~tivities to other aspects of their operations.
Twoof the seven largest firms, specializing in markets for utility
stocks, are sizable, departmentalized securities houses doing a considerable volumewith institutional customers; their third market activities
are heavily .o,~ershadowed by other departments. Twosmaller firms
also do a substantial volume in over-the-counter securities, in each
case equivalent to about three-fifths of their third market vohtme.
The oth~r ~hr~rely muchmore heavily on taheir third market trading
(t~ble VIII-54).
An analysis of the characteristics of the market makers reveals some
g~eneral
patterns
of orientation.
Theonly
concentration
byof
thre~
on
1 stitutional
business
is reflected not
in the nature
theirfirms
customers as reported in response to Questionnaire OTC-6but in their emphasis upon markets in utility issues 1~ and the relatively large size of
their transactions.
Two firms doing business mainly wi~h brokerdealer intermediaries make markets for manyof the more active issues
on the Exchangeand do a relatively muchgreater volumein the smaller
transactions. Twofirms appear to blend both types of ’business.
As indicated above, the market makers trade almost exclusively
with institutions and with broker-dealers. Since institutions trade
largely through .skilled trading departments, ~ the market is almost
exclusively a p’rofessional one?~ Some7.5 percent of the seven largest
market ma]~ers’ ,~rading appears to be with e~ch other (table VYII55), but an a~alysis of that trading reveals no consistent patterns.
There is evidence that the market makers are more interested in doing
business with institutional
and broker-dealer intermediary customers
than with e~ch other.
The professional character: of the market is evidenced by the media
employed by the market makers to merchahdise their services. The
approach used is designed to attract the attention of professional customers. ’ A majority of the makers advertise their markets by maintaining bids and offers in the sheets Of the NQB.Virtually all firms
advertise their marketma.tfing by means of circulars or "trading
cards," with two firms relying solely on this type of communication.
Somemail only to institutions,
some only to broker-dealers, some to
a list including both classes of customer. ’ Somegive bids or offers subjeer to change, and some the r~nge within which transactions will
probably be .effeCted.~ ~’ ~Mostdistribute the circulars on a weekly or
monthlybasis, but a few do so daily.
Also in keeping with the professional character of their customers
is the stress of the market makers, at least those relying most heavily
on third market ~ctivities, l~s on the trading of securities and the omission of the various, customer services performed by the public commission houses on the exchanges and d~cribed ~in chapter VI.I.9.c.
The market nmkers ~.pPear to have no. s.ecUrity research or investment
dounseI st~ff,..s~les .r~resentatives, o~Ustomers’rooms or similar per~ One of the firms, preViously concentrating on utilities
but also making markets for
some oil issues, initiated ~ markets for a large number of industrial stocks i~ 1~9@3.
~ See pt. C’.4.
h~oed
~hedirectly
term "professional"
is defined
in ch. ~V.A.1
to includehere,
persons
livelii~ the sec_urttie~,
bus,~uess.
It is-employed
mereearning
broadly, their
t~ encompass
also thos~ engaged in~ the ~ oecupattoa: o~ trs~ltn~, securities on~ behalf of public customers of
’~ ~.~s the~liseosS~6~-~o~ prle~n~ .m~chods t~ ,see, ~,-,belaw, makesclear, such general indications of price appear to have little mea~,ing.
~s It is difficult
to separate the services related, -’,to the third market performed by the
larger departmentalized firms from those associated with other aspects of the business.
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sonnel and facilities devoted to the merchandisingof listed securities.
Nor do _they eng.a...ge in margin_financing, safekeeping of securities or
manyof the auxlhary service functions usually provided by stock exchange firms for customers. These market makers thus tend to correspond to the purely wholesale firms in the over-the-counter market
generally, although the bulk of their dollar volumeis "retail" business
with institutions which are the public customers, as distinguished from
"wholesale" business with other broker-dealers or banks representing
public customers.
The importance to the market makers of the prices and quotations
on the NYSEis shown by their communications channels.. All the
larger market makers subscribe to the NYSEticker service. Each also
has direct wire connections to NYSEmember firms, the number of
such connections ranging from 15 to 141 for the 7 largest firms, ~° with
the cost apparently being generally shared by market maker and member firm. These wires are used to transact business on the Exchange,
but are also employed to obtain the current NYSEquotations, via a
member firm. The market makers also possess the elaborate communications networks employed by the wholesale over-the-counter
dealers generally as described in chapter VII, linking them to each
other and, in some cases, to their customers. The largest market
makers operate branch offices, and the others have strategically located
co.rr.espondents to facilitate communicationby potential customers at
minimum expense.
As indicated above, the market makers engage in some agency transactions, but 93.3 percent of the volume of the s~ven largest in 1961
was for their own account as principals, such dealing beingthe essence of their market making actiwties (table VIII-56). The emphasis on principal trades establishes the capital resources of each
market maker as an important element of its capacity ~o function.
Though not the subject of specific inquiry by the Special Study, and
despite the variation amongfirms, the evidence is that these.resources
tend to be substantial. As stated above, several of th~ seven market
makers rank among the large firms in the securities business. One
holds itself out as. ready to buy or sell 1.000-share blocks in many
issues. For the3 base w~eks reported oh by the 7 largest market
mak.ers under Questionnaire OTC-6~21.7 percent of ~he share volume
was in principal transactions of 2~000 shares or larger, manyin stocks
priced higher than the average share price of $60 paid by institutions
on January 18~ 1962.
It was also possible to obtain some insight into both the financial
capacity and the method of operation of the market .m.akers by comparing their daily dollar volhrae in securities in whmhthey made
mark~s in. 1961 with their trading .inventories in the same securities as reported to the Commissionin the annual broker-dealer reports for 196~1~ (table .VIII-57). Fluctuations in size and value-of
inventory limit the UsefuJn~ess of Such ohe-time statements of inventory. Furthermore, the statemen,ts report actual inventory positions
on a particular date and not cap~tal or ability to take a larger position as required. Subject to these important limitations, th~ data
reveal a ~0~4~ tank’:of dollar inventories as w~ll as a considerable
~ ~.~Of_-.~at~i I~tthr $~i~l.: gO-~eYe" en~ployed, t~ ~ whole or part tn connection With third
marketbusiness; ~-,~ :~; -~ ¯ ~ ’
,
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variation in ratio of inventory to trading volmne, ranging from one
firm whose inventory was only 1.3 times its average daily sales to
another whose inventory represented 12.5 times such sales.
The returns by the seven market makers of Questionnaire OTC-6
also permitted an examination of inventory patterns in a limited number of stocks at the end of the 3 base weeks in relation to average
daily volume of trading in the same stocks. It reveals notable disparities in position taken by each market maker in each security and
for the same security at different times. Thus, to cit~ an extreme
example, one firm had a long position of 45,711 shares in one stock
on one of the inventory dates, and virtually no posi,tion on the other
two. The ratios of inventories to sales of specific stocks reported
under Questionnaire OTC-6generally tended to be considerably lower
than the firms’ equivalent ratios for total inventories and sales. The
difference seems to be due to the questionnaire’s request for information concerning the most actively traded stocks, while the market
makers are apparently compelled to maintain their largest inventories
in the less active issues.
The market makers’ willingness and ability to take a large position, long or short, is discussed belo~v in connection with the mechanics
of market operation. At this point, it is enough to say that the substantial overall positions of most of the market makers are apparently
maintained in relatively low average inventories distributed among
all the stocks in which they make markets, and that these are capable
of sharp increase to handle large-sized transactions, purchases, or
sales, as the situation requires. 16° One market maker testified that
it "could be long a very small amountor * * * could be long 10,000 or
15,000 shares."
Nor is lack of inventory a bar to a sale. The market makers sell
short-when customers
an insufficient

wish to purchase
number of shares

in the offering
on hand to fill

side of our market and we have
all,
or part of the order.

Inventories include substantial short as well as long positions. TM
Despite the general variation in securities positions among market
makers, at times most or all firms .making a market in the same stock
m.ay be short in it (table VIII-58). The market makers do not determine whether customers’ sales to them are short, but generally asserted
the opinion that their customers seldom sell short on the third
16e
market.
5.

OPERATIO1V OF THE :~AIlKET

it may be stated as a general rule that the price of a ~tock on the
third market rarely deviates from the price obta’.mable on the NYSE
b~y more than_ the Exchange commission. .While the off:board price
is thus related to that of the NYSE,the connection normally is not,
with ~the single ex~ption of odd lots discussed below, an automatic or
mechanical one. The market makers have developed a .wide variety
of pricing and trading practices to govern the operation of their
(n:e:The.re.lativ.ely.le.sse.r
ne~d~for ~s
s.~uch
.flex.ibi.li.ty
i.n.Idwer,
the.case
of the t~.o firms
to
¯ , marketma~er}~,ro~er-~ea~ers
~r~nec.~ea
vy, ~n~Ir
~urnover~ratios.
¯ catering
~
¯ ~ Long and -shortposltlo~shave been aggregatedto arriveat ~o~ fhventoryfor purposesof the discussion in this part.
~,.~ The_re was said to be no evidence ~)f short sales by institutions,
while broker-dealer
lnte/~meti,i&rie~
and their customers sell short on this market only infrequently.
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markets. They’will be examined in this section, particularly from
the reference point of a comparison with practices on the NYSE.
The responses of the market makers to Questionnair~ 0TC-6
vealed perhaps a more consistent approach, in theory, to the problem
of pricing than most other aspects of their business. On~large diversified market maker described his pricing method as follows:
The pricing of a stock or making of a market at any given moment involves a
combination of factors.
Those factors include the firm’~ current inventory position, the trader’s
attitude
toward the market, the nature of the inquiry, and
other
inquiries
received
inthat
specific security. After. all those consideratio, ns
,
there must be added the desire and the willingness tO be competitive.
Normally,
we try to maintain a-~- or ½-point Spread between
minimum of 100 shares bid and offered. In the process of being competitive the
following factors are considered :
The last public transaction
price as reported on the NYSEticker tape.
The bid and asked quotations
as provided by the facilities
of the NYSE.
The off-board market being made in competition to our market.

Another firm, specializing in markets for utilitie% added other relevant
considerations :
Any one or any combination
of the following
would have a bearing on the
pricing of listed securities:
1. Last sale on the New York Stock Exchange.
2. Current bid and asked quotations.
3. Range for the day.
4. Size of the block may make it desirable
for the buyer and selle~ to
agree mutually upon price.
5. Our judgment as to the relative
value of the security involved.

Still another firm,.a diversified market maker, cited specific examples
of its pricing policy :
We deal in stocks selling below 30 with a total spread of ~ of a point; e.g.,
24~ bid---offered
at 25~. On stocks selling between 30 and 100 a spread of
of a point; e.g., 89~ bid--offered at 90~.
Eastman Kodak--q-point
spread; e.g.,
99~ bid--~offered
at 100½.
Du Pont de Nemours--l-point
spread; e.g.; 199 bid--offered
at 200.
IBl~Iw2-point spread; e.g., 399 bid--offered
at 401. We purchase blocks
of stock from professional
sellers
at prices which are arrived
at by
negotiation.

Since it appeared that this firm generally "straddles" "the last price
on the NYSE,.the prdvious sa]e _6n i~he.Exchange in :its first example
given above might well have .been at 25...The market:makers do not,
however, uniformly straddle the Exchange price. An officer of one
of the firms, stressing the competitive nature of the m~rket, testified
to the Special Study that the market made-* * * depends on your feeling in the market for one thing, your position for
another thing. But normally * * * one sid e of .put market has to be in line
with the board or else: we are not going t.o be c.ompetiti~e. ~ In other words, on
the board Telephone [might be.offered]
at 123. My market might be 123 to a half
if I was a better buyer than a seller.
" Or vice versa, I could make the market
at 122½-3, if I were selling.

The combination of a realistically narrow spread between the quotes
and a balanced straddle, in wiiich the last price on the Exchangefalls
halfway between the market maker’s quotations, appears to be the
type of quotation most likely to produce a maximumvolume of balanced trading activity.. =A market, maker ~able to draw the same interest on~th~ ~ides :o~ the .marke~by~qfiotesequally at~tractive to both
buyers and sellers would theoretically realize a gross trading-margin
equal to the spread betweenhih~ quotes Withoutaffecting his position in
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the stock. The hypothetical situation in Telephone in the testimony
quoted above represents a quotation of interest only to one side of the
market. A quotation presumably cannot deviate from the price available on the ]~q¥SE by more than the amount of the Exchange commission; a greater deviation would tend to shunt the business, if not
to a competitior, then to the Exchange.
_
The off-board market available to a customer is~ of course, the combination of the best bid and best offer in .all markets for-the stock being
made .by competing market makers at the time of inquiry. It corresponds to the wholesale or inside market in the over-the.counter
markets generally. 1~ In the example cited above, thre~ firms might
quote Telephone as lI~21/~-1231~, 122-123, and 122¼-1223~. The high
bid of 1221~ and the low offer of 1223~ would then constitute the best
market at that moment. The off-board volume would be expected
to gravitate to the two firms making these quotes, sales to one and
purchases to the other, so that the third would be compelled to adjust
one or both of i~s quotes to becomecompetitive.
While pricing principles are basically the same for all types of
trading o~_ ~he third market, .there are important differences between
the application of these principles to the trading of broker-dealer
intermediaries, generally in odd’lots and sinai1 round-lot transactions,
and the direct dealing of insti.tutions~ generally in the larger transactions. It must be-understood of course, that any hard distinction
is an oversimplification: institutions also deal in odd lots and smaller
round-lot transactions
on the third market, and individuals may
occasionally trade in large-sized orders through broker-dealer intermediaries. But the difference is essentially a valid one, and the market
mechanics have been ~ashioned to meet the needs of each type of transaction and customer. Consideration is given first to the smaller transactions, which involve the simplest form of utilization of the market,
before taking up the more Complex factors involved in the larger
transactions.
a. Odd lots
The pricing of odd lots, which have been shown to constitute a surprisingly large portion o~f the share volume of the third market, is
comparable to the practice on the NYSE. As described in chapter
Vi.E, market orders for odd 10ts on the Exchange are priced at the
next round=lot price following receipt of the odd-lot order on the floor
of the Exchange, plus or minus the odd-lot differential of %point on
~he~r~sa~!r~dr:nPs:O
~_~ point
on higher
priced business
shares. The
e
cti $n40
g e ~d
largest
volume
of odd-lot
in marthe
third market advised the study that he generally applies the same differentials but bases the odd~lot price on the/ast round-lot price on the
Exchange, rather than. the next price. Because of the difference in
pricing the two types of transactions, an odd-lot customer may some.times receive a bette~ price than a round-lot customer. This seemingly
~ncongruous result occurs when the market maker is quoting a regular
round-lot market that is further away from the last Exchange price
than the amount of the odd-lotdifferential.
To avoid confusion resulting from this differenceSn:b~is for quotation, this market maker may
id.~ntify .its quotes to,prosp~, ~- tire customersas "round-lot quotes."
~,See d~scussio~

of wholesa~ markets in ch. VILC.
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Another large market maker makes no distinction between roundlot and odd-lot prices, using the same quotes for both. The spread
between his quotes, which straddle the previous Exchange price, results in an odd-lot price that also tends to approximate the last
round-lot price on the Exchange plus o.r minus the Exchange odd-lot
differential.
The remaining firms seem to reach roughly the same
TM
result.
b. Smaller round-lot transactions
While there is a notable difference between third-market pricing
practices for smaller and larger round-lot transactions, the t~rms are
relative and the dividing line is fluid. But there is no need to draw a
quantitative distinction. This subsection considers trading in round
lots where depth of market is not significant, while the following subsection takes up transactions in which it is important.
Absent depth o.f market as a factor, price becomesthe only important
area left for competition in the market makers with each other and
with the principal exchange. Here, as indicated above, they seek to
be competitive on both sides of the market and, in any event, to do
business, must be competitive on at least one side. 1~ The market
makers are dealing with professionals possessing acce~ to the latest
and best price information and who are usually aware not ~only of the
last Exchangeprice and current quotations but also of the quotations
of other market makers dealing in the same stock.
The evidence is that this information is used. The returns to Questionnaire OTC-6showed that the broker-dealer intermediaries generally do business with a number of market makers in stocks which have
multiple markets. One of the largest of these firms visited by the
Special Study had direct telephone lines to three market makers and
stated that it consistently "shopped" all firms making markets in a
partic_ular stock in order to get the best execution. ¯ Fromthe other
side of the market, one of the large market makers advised the study
that~ aside ~rom calls regarding odd lots--which generallyresulted
in orders--at least half of all inquiries for round-lot quotes did not
result in trades but represented the inquiries of customers shopping
for the best price.
Nor are the trades necessarily completed on the third market. The
returns of Questionnaire OT’C-6 and interviews with broker-dealer
intermediaries reveal that a substantial portion of their business in
listed stocks is transacted on the INYSE.They trade there when none
of the market makers is quoting a market competitive with the
16~
exchange.
~
While the third market is a "shopping" market, there is obviously
less roomfor negotiation in the smaller transactions than in the larger
ones. The market makers prefer~ of course, to trade at their quota16~
tions; negotiation away from the quotes can only shave their spread.
At the same time, however, they are eager to do business where feasible
ze~ The SpecialStudydid not securedetailedinformationon odd-lotpricingfrom the
other market makers,and this generalization
is based on the transactionreportsto
QuestionnaireOTC~6.
¯ ~The marketmaker will generallyadviseits customerthat it "is not makinga good
market"if an inquiryis directedto the sideof the marketin.whlchit isnot~¢ompetitive.
m,~,!n
su.ch
course,
the broker-dealer,
not..beinga membe
¯ Us~ pay
~ne _c~,.of
full public
c~mmission.
’ ....
~ ¯ r ’o~ the Exchange,
aez W~nere the-custo~ner does not accept the market maker’s quotes but ChOOSeSto
gotiate, the market maker is relieved of the abligation of dealing at his quotes.
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~nd do engage in limited negotia.tions, even in small round-lot transactions, to make a deal. Thus, where the market maker is quoting
¯ 298/~-301/s, a buyer will normally have to pay 301/s. But if, at the time
of inquiry, the highest price on the Exchangefor the day has been 30,
l~s
the market maker mayagree to the lower price,
Negotiations may take other forms. A broker-dealer intermediary
may hold an order to buy 100 shares ~t 49 when the market maker is
quoting 48.8A-49~~. The market maker may, if he is interested in
closing a trade, shave his quote to ¢9Vs and attempt to trade on this
basis, though such shaving appears ra.re in the smaller transactions.
He is more likely to offer to sell at 49 "plus a quarter." Such a price
enables the broker-dealer intermediary to confirm to his public customer at ~9 plus commission,thereby filling the o.rder at the customer’s
price but with the sacrifice of one-quarter of a point from his
commission.
Important to an understanding of trading in the smaller round-lot
transaction on the third market is an ~twareness of the different bases
upon which institations
and broker-dealer intermediaries trade with
the market maker. The institution trades directly for its own account
as principal. This means that it is generally interested only in the
comparative net cost or proceeds of the transaction, the price paid
or received on the third market, net of commissions, versus the price
paid or received on the Exchange, plus or minus commissions. Thus,
the institution may find it worthwhile to trade vff board where the
price is inferior to the price on the Exchangebut better than the total
of price and Exchangecommission. But the broker-dealer or bank dealing as agent represents a public
customer and must therefore also take into account the effect of the
commission charge (or markup) on the customer’s final cost. If the
off-board price is inferior to the price realizable on the Exchange, and
if the ~intermediary adds a commissionor service charge equal to the
Exchange minimumcommission, .the public customer may pay a higher
total price (or receive lesser proceeds) off board than if the transaction
had been handled on the Exchange through a member. The brokerdealer is generally not presented, of course~ with any clear-cut selection
of executions on the two markets. The off-board quotes tend to be
competitive with those of the Exchange. Further, execution of an
order by a market maker is immediate and definite, while the price, on
a’ market order transmitted to the Exchange cannot be known until
after its execution, often at a price other than either the quotes or the
previous price. But it is obvious that in weighing prices on the two
markets, .the broker-dealer concerned with the ultimate cost of the
transaction to his customer and charging the Exchange commission
does not enjoy the margin of that commission which is available to
the institutional
public customer dealing directly with the market
maker.
e. L~rge ~ou~d-lot transactions
The large-sized transactions, involving the market’s depth, presumably constitute the type of trade for which the third market originally came into being. And while the smaller transactions discussed
above have become increasingly important as this market has expanded
x~ See discussion

of order "with an adjustment"

in pt. E.4.~t(1)

below.
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its business with broker-dealer intermediaries, the relatively larger
block transactions 169 of institutions continue to provide the greatest
part of the dollar value of trading on the third market. For this reason in addition to the added dimension of depth of market involved
in such transactions, they present the most important and intricate
aspects of pricing and trading mechanics on the third market.
The trading follows many different patterns and variations, all
apparently subject to certain general underlying principles. 17° An
institution initiating a large block purchase places a telephone call
to the market maker. The institutional trader .may merely ask for the
quotes, without revealing the "side" (buyer or seller) or "size"
(amount) of his interest; he may indicate the side and not the size;
he may show both. The market maker’s answer often depends on the
information given him by his customer. He may state only the quotes ;
i.e., the bi’d and asked prices, and wait for an indication of the customer’s interest as buyer or seller, or he may quote and give the size
of his market at the same time, as; e.g., "48.3/~-491/~. Weare 500 by
1,000," thereby indicating a bid of 500 shares at 483~ and an offer of
1,000 shares at 491/~. The institution mayaccept the offer, or express
no interest at this price, or attempt to purchase at a lower price. The
parties often bargain at this juncture, the buyer claiming a weak mar]~et on the Exchange, a lower price being charged by other market
makers, or a variety of other considerations to justify a lower price,
~vhile the market maker replies in kind. Each party seeks to make the
best trade possible; if they agree, the transaction is closed.
An institution interested-in more stock than the quantity offered
by the market maker may show its interest either generally or by a
precise statement of size. The market maker must then evaluate
the net effect of the relevan,t pricing considerations discussed above
as applied to this specific situation. He is not limited by lack of
inventory, and may sell short to fill all or part-of the demand. The
decision often depends on the information divulged by the customer.
If shown only a general buying interest,
the market maker must
guess whether or not the order is the begininng or the "cleanup" of
a larger transaction--the difference being significant .to his assumption of risk. Thus, he may sell short to help clean up a small order
but not to fill the opening orders of a larger buying program, which
may also be effected on the Exchange and tend to drive up the price
there.
But much as .the market maker may desire to know his customer’s
precise interest, a custom of the business is to ask no questions but
to trade within the limits of the information supplied by the customer.
The most that a market maker may ask (of a buyer) is the general
question: "Do you ~vant to see any more .stodk if we run into its."
Many. institutions
regard secrecy of plan as an important tool in
securing good executions and deal in small portions of a larger program wi.thout divulging the entire pro~o~ram, sometimes spreading the
trading over a relatively long period of time. Other institutions,
more communicative, may acquaint the market maker with the gen¯m 1~
T.h,e. term
"~lock".~rom
tran a ~sact.ion
t~ used here,
as ila decision.
pt. C above,A to
refer purchase
to a change
positron
resulting
single primary
investment
block
or
sale may Involve a number.of individual ,trades. "
~ Much of the foll~wing discussion on pricing arid t~’adtng me~hods is based on the
study’s Interviews with t~ro of the largest market makers.
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oral range of their interest~ Whenthis occurs~ the market makers
asse~t that it is an unwritten rule that they will not prejudice the
1~1
customers’ dealings with others by "shopping" the deal around.
A market maker Who_knows or calculates that an institution
is
phasing a block transaction over a period of time will generally try
to satisfy a maximumportion Of the prbgram. If the market maker
has reason to think that a particular purchase may be part of a
larger block~ h~’may endeavor to locate additional sources of stock~
which-he may purchase and offer to the institution in the hope that
it is still a buyer. A large institutional
program may ,thus involve
the market marker in a number of smaller trades over an extended
period.
At times ~he negotiations may take a different turn, particularly
when an institution involved in a block transaction is unwilling to
make advance commitments and the market maker chooses not to
take the risks of ~a principal transaction. In such cases, the market
maker may seek out pot~fitial sources of the stock~ which it often
knows because .of its continuous dealings with large investors~ and
secure a~ firm commitmentbefore offe/~ing the stock to the institutional
customer on an agency bas, is. 1~2 Such ,trades appear to constitute
the greatest,
pa~t of theagency volume transacted :by the market
¯
’ ¯ " re’which
¯"
"
173- ¯ ¯
makers ~n
the stocks
they make’a market.
A few generalizations
may be made about the market maker’s activities ,in the larger sized, ~ransactions. Th~ larger th~ deal~ the
morenegotiation is likel~ to be requ!red; the greater is ~the.deviation
from the last, price on the: Exchangelikely tobe; the less lil~ely is,~he
market maker to make the ~dealfor his ~ own account and the more
likely to handle it on an :agency basis. On the other hand; ,the greater
the market maker’s ~mowled~ebf his customer’s needs~ the grea~er
the likelihood of his assumption of the risks of a dealer transaction,
and the greater his customer’s ,expectation that the market maker
will not compete with’ him in trading, the particular stock but will
"show"-any stock to him (in the case of a purchase) before offering
~
it to another customer.
Thesegeneralizations are all subj,ect to qualificatio/i to suit the varying individual policies arid ~ p~a~t~ces"~f each market maker. One
market maker indicated’ to the S,p.ecial Study that it had engaged in
principal transactions for ~ndiwdual biock~ ’of Securities involving
outlays in excess of $1 million. Another stated that it engaged in the
larger transactions only on. an agencybasis; indicating a definite difference in trading philosophyfrom one of its competitors : "There tradi_ng is entirely different from ours *~ ~* *. ,~W~ebelieve in buying something,and selling it .* *’ *: ’]:.believe they will take:a heavyposition in a
stock and just stay with it." Yet .the market~makers catering to institutional business general’ly ~ppear to do both: ~urn over their inventory rapidly and~ takea’ heavy’ position~ as ’required¯ This ability
to take a heavy position~ or to negotiate a large deal on an agency
~ Exchange speciallshs
also t~stified
to the study that they refrained
fram competing
with customers who "show their hand."
x~e Exchange specialists will often act as "finders" in this kind of situation, and if a trade
is cons~mmatedas a result of their~ e~or:~ts they will ~t~ ~be rewa~rd~d ~vi~t~h~ floo~ brokerage,
~ A~: lh’d~dat~d’~bSve in~’s~. ~.t~: s~e~ral~br~ke~-~leal~s~l~ o do ~io~t ~a~ke marltet~ spe~" It ~ n6[ tn~n~e~ ~C~o sugges.t: 4~hat expectations o~’~r~ctic~s are ,different
ih these
respects from those in respect of transactions
eEeeted under exchange mechanisms.
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basis, undoubtedly constitutes the single attribute of the market
makers most important to their institutonal customers.
Since the tape and quotes of the Exchangeare so influential in the
pricing policy of the market makers, it is not surprising to find that
they consider institutions to be circumspect in guarding against activity on the Exchange which may prejudice their off-board operations.
Thus, an institution trading a large block on both markets may normally be expected to complete as muchof the transaction as possible
off board before "cleaning it up" on the Exchange. A reversal of
priorities can lead to the institution’s own activities pushing up the
price on the Exchange in the case of an accumulation of stock, or
driving it downin the case of a liquidation, in either instance tending
’
175
to ~rejudice the off-board price.
~/he fundamental differences in character between the continuous
auction market of the Exchange and the negotiated over-the-counter
markets are defined generally in chapter V and are considered with
respect to each market individually in chapters VI and VII, respectively. Here, in this discussion of the over-the-count~r market in
listed securities, it is possible to examinethese differences as they may
specifically affect the utilization of market by institutional customers
dealing in blocks of securities and free to deal in either market.
Any such examination must avoid several dangers. One is that it
not overstress the bounds of competition. Block transactions are often
programed out, on a dollar-cost-averaging or equivalent basis, over a
period of time, regardless of whether handled entirely on one market
or the other, or both. The markets are likely to be complementary
in executing the block as a whole, even though competitive for the
individual trades making up the~ block program. In this respect,
the inherent attributes ot ~ each mal ket---the auction market of the Ex.change and the negotiated off-board market--may, suggest differences
m method of operation. Thus, while the comparison here is made of
the execution of transactions of depth on each market, the choice in
any specific case may be between such a transaction on the third
market and a larger number of smaller sized transactions on the Exchange. The skilled institutional
trader, interested in securing the
best average net price for the entire transaction, utilizes the best of each
market throughout each trading situation,
which is continuously
changing to reflect the impact of a variety of forces.
Comparisonof the markets is also not to be construed as intimating
an equal capability for handling of all block transactions. The great
preponderance of institutional
trading in NYSEstocks takes place
on the Exchange and only some 10 percent on the third market. The
limited purpose here is to consider whya.n:¢ of it is handled awayfrom
the Exchange. For purposes of that consideration, attention is focused
upon the regular trading of the auction market of the Exchange and
not upon crosses of stock or any of the Exchange’s special plans for
execution of orders considered too large for execution on the regular
auction market within a reasonable time.
An essential difference between the two markets is reflected in the
two functions of the specialist on the Exchange: as a broker, to hold
a~,Th.ough.~the:~rhnsac,tion’
data supplied under Quest~idnnal~e IN-4 ,generally reveal a
pat/~ra-huiibo~filag
:¢he opinions of the market makers ,on this point, they also show that
institutional
lnvestor§sometimes
use both markets simultaneously,
and occasionally
even
trade on the Exchange before going to the third market.
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and execute orders for the public and as a dealer, to make a market
and trade for his own account. The trading of others~ whether the
public or other members of the Exchange~ constitutes~ of course, t~he
added dimensions of the Exchange market not available to the market
maker on the third market. 17~ The specialist
possesses the intimate
knowledge of the market made possible by his book and his central
position in the trading of the stock on the floor of the Exchange~ while
the over-the-counter
market maker looks to the Exchange’s tape and
quotations as a basis for his own trading. The specialist,
however, is
subject to certain restrictions in permissible tradin-g activity stemming
from the regulation of the conflict between his agen-cy and dealer functions : he must give due regard to intervening orders from others and
to his fiduciary obligations to members of the public whose orders he
holds as agent or subag~nt. ~The market maker on the third market,
dealing for his own account, is free of such limitations.
The differences in market structure account for differences in mechanics of trading. Institutions
can, and in most instances do, deal
directly with the market makers on the third market. While they also
possess the right, at least theoretically,
to communicate directly with
the specialists
on the Exchange, many specialists
~vill not deal this
way, and most institutions,
whether for this reason or otherwise, do
17~
not deal directly with specialists but trade through another member’.
The significant difference is th,nt in one case the institution,
which
often possesses a skilled trading department, deals directly with the
market makers; in the other, it negotiates through an intermediary.
An institution’s
dealings with the specialist may also be influenced
by awareness of his power to influence prices of all markets. Failure
to make a deal with a market maker over the counter presumably does
not prejudice the institution’s
opportunity to deal advantageously
elsewhere. The specialist,
however, occupies a key position affecting
all markets on which the security is traded. His knowledge of large
interest on either side of the market, evidenced by a substantial order
overhanging the market or by continuous dealing by a single broker
or even a group of brokers, may in itself lead to an adjustment of quotations to anticipate the effect of that interest on the market. 17s As a
consequence, there appears to be a tendency for institutions
to be more
secretive in their dealings on the Exchange than on the off-board
market. One NYSE specialist
responded to a question concerning
the difficulty of getting a firm bid on the Exchange for a large block,
as follows :
I think the problem
he wants to do.

is that

the

person

doesn’t

open to you and tell

you what

The differences in market characteristics
merely provide part of the
setting for the basic question of the reasons for preference, in any situation, of the over-the-counter market for the trading of listed stocks
~7~ Subject, of course, to a qualification for agency transactions in which, as a broker, he
seeks to pair buyer and seller.
~7~ In either case. of course, they pay the full commission ra*e. In ch. VI.D, it is recommended that specialists
not be permitted to deal directly with public customers because of
the problems which arise from the mingled broker-deale~ functions of the specialist system.
At present this problem does not seem to exist with respect to over-the-counter dealfngs in
listed stocks.
t~s It should be noted that a!~ analysis covering 3 sample weeks, though admittedly
not conclusiye, tndtca~t~d thk.t,’~hen ~ sp~cialist~ dealt In blocks they seemingly did so at
:a ~’]falr ’price ~e0itsideri~ig~tt/~’:lJr~ceS
Of transactions immediately prior and subsequent to
~th~’~bl0~k’trade. See ~h. ~I.’D:6.h.

